Chelmsford High School
200 Richardson Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01863

HEROES
Heroes can be found everywhere. The people whom we call heroes, those whom we look up to and admire, and often who have done something we respect, guide us to become who we are.

We, the Class of 1996, have worked over these past thirteen years to become heroes in our own right. This book, *The 1996 Lion*, records our journey towards heroism, and reminds us of what we have accomplished to deserve the title "hero".

"We all live in suspense, from day to day, from hour to hour; in other words, we are the heroes of our own story."

*Mary McCarthy*
There's a hero
If you look inside your heart.
You don't have to be afraid
Of what you are.
There's an answer
If you reach into your soul
And the sorrow that you know
Will melt away.

And then a hero comes along
With the strength to carry on
And you cast your fears aside
And you know you can survive.
So when you feel like hope is gone
Look inside you and be strong
And you'll finally see the truth
That a hero lies in you.

It's a long road
When you face the world alone
No one reaches out a hand
For you to hold.
You can find love
If you search within yourself
And the emptiness you felt
Will disappear.

Lord knows
Dreams are hard to follow
But don't let anyone tear them away.
Hold on
There will be tomorrow
In time you'll find the way.

-Mariah Carey
The rain stopped falling, the stormclouds hanging over Chelmsford blew away, and the stars emerged. It was Saturday, May 13th, the night of the Junior Cotillion. Just after 7:00 that evening, the enchanted ladies and gentlemen began wandering in. Chelmsford High had been transformed into another world. After enjoying refreshments in the first cafe, the dancers entered the moonlit tunnel that led to the star-studded ballroom. The romantic city skyline surrounded them as they swayed to the music of the stars. Romance and fun abounded, as they danced from everything from "American Pie" to the "Mexican Hat Dance," to "YMCA," to the theme song, "When the Lights Go Down in the City," by Journey. But without the hard work from our "heroes," the Class of 1996 Reps., none of this would have been possible. Everyone was sorry to see the Cotillion come to a close, but it was a night under the stars that will never be forgotten.

These ladies light up the night with their smiles

...Two Happy Couples...

Kris mistakes Ben for his date

CONGA!
Class of 1996 Reps.: Heroes of the Night

What a hyper group!

Scott, have you taken "black tie" a little too far?

Pat gets down.

Chuck's favorite: The Mexican Hat Dance
These two are having a great time!

A romantic night under the stars.

An old-fashioned couple.

Chris checks out the catering.

These ladies certainly dressed for the theme!
Chuck’s not the only one who loves the Mexican Hat Dance!

Dance the night away.

This group just loves to Conga.

Having fun yet?

A handsome pair indeed.
HALLOWEEN DANCE

The night of October 28th, 1995, found CHS haunted with a strange cast of characters. The Class of 1996 showed their spirit in such award winning forms as: the cast from The Rocky Horror Picture Show, Beauty and the Beast, a red devil, and, of course, SUPERHEROES. This crazy cast danced up a storm to both old favorites and new ones, along with quite a few "theme songs" that matched the characters perfectly. The judges (our "everyday heroes") were amazed and awed by the Class's spirit, and one even pulled out her broom for a ride to the awards table, where she received a generous gift from the Class of 1996 for all of her hard work and dedication this year. (Thank you Mrs. Coffey!) The Halloween Dance was a great success; a chance for the Seniors to literally let down their hair amidst the hectic pace of their last year of high school. The night flew by, the spirits dissolved back into familiar faces, but the memories live on...
The real Sr. Rubin shows himself.

Most original group - The cast from The Rocky Horror Picture Show

Our heroes - defending CHS.

The devilish side of Bill

Um, what are you supposed to be?

Quick! Someone save Jess!

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Roll to the music!

Off to Never Never Land!

Two beautiful ladies in blue

'50's flashback!

Smile!

The doctors are in!

The perfect mobster!
A couple of ancient heroes

Our class advisors get into the spirit

I am not a crook!

Our Superheroes have fun

Just another Joker

??Chuck??

Robin as... Robin

What a sexy group!
What a group of happy campers!

See Brett, I told you the answer was 4x!

Aren’t you glad our class officers get along so well?

Know something we don’t?

It’s Joe Cool!

Happy about school!

Happier about school!

Pretty ladies in black.
Scott attacks Jen!

Just sitting here, watching people go by!

Mike, did we scare you?

Don’t jump!

Chilling in the library!

A perky volunteer!

Working hard, or hardly working?

Having fun Danielle?

Matt’s deep in thought.
Superlatives: Heroes in Their Field

Cutest

Ryan Gallagher, Jenna LaRochelle

Biggest Flirts

Heather Swimm, Bill Normandin
Most Talkative
Danielle Demers, Bill MacDonald

Most Likely to be Famous
Eva Price, Dan Mullen

Most Dedicated to Social Life
Dana Rourke
Class Klutz
Brian Bates

Always Smiling
Tracy Ingallina, Scott Johnson

Most Unpredictable
Dan Carr
Most Musical
Anna Johnson, Matt Sexauer

Most Athletic
Nate Linstad, Lora McCormack

Most Artistic
Jessica Kaplan, Oliver McLachlan
Tallest Boy
Shortest Girl
Brian Gardner, Genevieve Castellot

Most Likely to Succeed
Hong Van Le, Ishan Anand

Most School Spirit
Debbie Sheehan, Mike Costa
Tallest Girl
Shortest Boy

Alison Burt, Nirlep Patel

Most Likely
to be a Hero

Chris Steiling, Vicki Groves
The Class of '96 says...

FAVORITE RADIO STATION
1. WAAF 107.3
2. KISS 108
   Jam'n 94.5 (tie)

FAVORITE MUSIC GROUP
1. Live
2. Hootie and the Blowfish

FAVORITE TELEVISION SHOW
1. Friends
2. Seinfeld

FAVORITE MUSIC ARTIST
1. Tom Petty
2. Alanis Morissette

WHICH MOST RESEMBLES YOUR LIFE?
1. The Real World
2. Friends

FAVORITE FOOD
1. pizza
2. nachos and salsa

FAVORITE SUMMER OF '95 MOVIE
1. Clueless
2. Batman Forever

FAVORITE "HERO"
1. Steak and Cheese
2. Ham and Cheese

COKE OR PEPSI?
1. Coke

FAVORITE AUTHOR
1. John Grisham
2. Mary Higgins Clark

FAVORITE ACTRESS
1. Meg Ryan
2. Sandra Bullock
FAVORITE TALK SHOW
1. Ricki Lake
2. Oprah

FAVORITE GAME SHOW
1. Singled Out
2. The Price is Right

FAVORITE ANIMAL
1. dog
2. cat

FAVORITE CHELMSFORD HANG-OUT
1. friend's house
2. McDonald's

FAVORITE PLACE
1. bed
2. beach

FAVORITE CARTOON CHARACTERS
1. Beavis and Butthead
2. Mickey Mouse

FAVORITE PASTTIME
1. parties
2. sports

FAVORITE PLACE IN CHS TO GET KICKED OUT OF
1. library
2. class

FAVORITE ACTOR
1. Tom Hanks
2. Chris O'Donnell
I write this letter with emotions of pride, anticipation, and sadness—pride in what we've accomplished and how we've grown in these past four years, anticipation of our future, and sadness over having to part with dear friends.

I am so thankful for the time spent and for having the chance to get to know you. I've had such a great high school experience, but I couldn't have done it without the help and support of many people.

I would like to first express my sincere gratitude to my fellow class officers: Chris Steiling, vice-president, for his spirit and his ability to pull through for me in all situations; Joy Allen, secretary, for her resourcefulness, dedication, and loyalty to our class; David Crow, treasurer, for his original ideas and his dependability. I especially want to thank our class advisors, Denise Coffey and Ann Swiezerbin, for their unending patience and support. To the class reps, I want to acknowledge their time and dedication, and hard work. To the entire class of 1996, I thank you for your enthusiasm, participation, and spirit. I was honored to have been the president of such a fine class.

On a sadder note, our lives are changing and some things will never be the same. But one thing can never change: memories. My fond memories of the Class of 1996 will forever remain in my heart. I will never forget you. Good luck, I wish you success in all you do.

Happy are we met, and happy have we been,
Happy may we part, and happy meet again.
Anonymous

With sincere thanks,

[Signature]
Thank You
Mrs. Coffey and
Mrs. Swierzbin

Throughout our four years at Chelmsford High School Mrs. Swierzbin and Mrs. Coffey have been supporting and caring towards all members of the class. Whether it was in the classroom or at an extra-curricular event, they always were there to lend a helping hand or give some advice. Both gave generously of their time. They provided us with the leadership we needed to grow within ourselves and as a class, and the class of 96 greatly appreciates all of their efforts.
Dedicated to Mrs. Silva...

Courage, patience, optimism, warmth, generosity... Mrs. Silva possesses all of the qualities that we look for in a hero. In her nearly twenty years of teaching freshman and sophomore English at Chelmsford High School, Mrs. Silva has touched the hearts of many -- both students and teachers alike. She has been an inspiration to us all.

Students who have had Mrs. Silva remember how she always pushed them to live up to their potential. At times when it seemed like no one else cared, Mrs. Silva encouraged her students by letting them know that she believed in them. Her classes were always innovative and exciting; from engaging in a heated debate concerning the moral of a story, to role playing, to listening to a classmate present a new and interesting concept, Mrs. Silva's students were given the opportunity to learn as much from each other as they learned from her. In addition to being such a wonderful teacher, Mrs. Silva was also yearbook advisor for many years. And, as anyone who has ever been on the staff of The Lion can attest to, this is no small job. Mrs. Silva, through her hours of hard work and motherly counseling, earned the respect and admiration of both her students and her yearbook staff. To show their admiration, the Class of 1989 dedicated their Lion to her. Many of Mrs. Silva's former students continue to visit her -- to them, as to all of us, she is a truly unforgettable woman.

More than a few teachers will remember the mischievous qualities in Mrs. Silva. Who was it, after all, who would sneak over to Sully's seventh period to buy ice cream...and who would bring some back for the Principal and Deans so that they would have no way in which to legitimately chastise her for her devilry? And who was it who used to engage in such practical jokes as turning the chairs in Mrs. McCoy's room to the wall, playfully rearranging the messages on the house bulletin board, or harmlessly placing the wrong mail in the wrong boxes? Mrs. Silva's intelligence, warmth, and delightful innocence has certainly always been tempered by a playfulness that we could all use a little more of.
Mrs. Silva's strength has enabled her to live for many years with an illness that few of us could have withstood quite so courageously. Throughout it all, she has retained her optimistic outlook on life. She has been there for her family, friends, colleagues, and students when they have needed her. Always one to lend a patient ear or to extend a helping hand, Mrs. Silva deserves more praise than we, the Class of 1996, will ever be able to bestow upon her. We hope that by dedicating the 1996 Lion to you, Mrs. Silva, we can offer you some idea of what you have meant to us. You are, in the truest sense of the word, our Hero.

"Her teaching and friendship has touched many students." Anna Johnson

"She is greatly admired, and is missed by us all." Erica Robertson

"Mrs. Silva has had a very difficult battle with cancer, and through it all, she has been the sweetest teacher that I ever had. She is the nicest, kindest person I can think of..." Julie Lisavich

"In the 23 years that I have been part of hundreds of yearbooks and worked with dozens of wonderful Yearbook advisors, Jan stands out as unquestionably the very best. One only has to recall her record which stands unbroken today. Jan produced 10 Lions, 9 out of 10 took first place in national competition. She truly remains the all time Champion Yearbook Advisor." Jack Kelly, B.S.P. President

"...she has not only had an impact on my life both personally and academically, and I know she's done the same for lots of others. She is a great teacher and a wonderful person." Jenny Wirth

"Jan has a great gift. The gift of making her yearbook staff smile, even at deadline time. Working with Jan for over ten years I was always amazed in how happy her staff seemed to be at all times, and how they loved to work with her." Guy Garon, Jostens Rep.

"She has given so much to the school, and there is no way we can totally repay her." Chris Steiling

"During her hard times she stayed with us. She put forth to her utmost effort and patience even though she was going through a difficult time." Stephanie Silva
Heroes here, heroes there...
Heroes, heroes everywhere!
BEFORE THEY WERE HEROES...
As our final year of high school, this year has given the senior class the opportunity to show just how heroic we are. We have reached the ultimate goal, and have attained the rank of hero for future classes to emulate. The past thirteen years have allowed us, the Class of 1996, to develop these heroic qualities into what they are today. Our journey will not end with graduation, but will continue on forever in all aspects of our lives. Heroes we are, and heroes we will remain!
Constance A. Adams

C.A. (d.s.) CE+BH The PIC-JD KM's house Friends: JM KM JD CB MO JA *EL* JOY- PEAK PERFORMANCE!
Love you Mom, Dad, E, L, R
Good Luck Ricky!

Joy T. Allen

To all the Girls: TMG's Peak Perf. Sorry I'm a veg. Search for the AmC-How tall are we? I got you babe and whatever! M D & B you're the best!

Ishan Anand

He who has the why to live can bear with almost any how. -Nietzsche.
The equation of ego: I+(Me)^2 How do you escape from a fractal wall?

George R. Arsenault

"It's not so bad, being a pessimist, you're always being proven right, or pleasantly surprised." Thanks Folks.
Jazz...aaahh!

Clerissa T. Atwood

Thanks to friends AB, TW, CV, CT, SK You've shown me so much. Mom I love you. Thank you for everything!
Ray, good job putting up with my 'tude!

Jessica R. Badger

M-ettes*Capt. S-ettes Friends: AB, BH, MK, CC, AR RALPH How many calories did we burn? Memories live forever! Thanks Mom, Dad, Kris, and Steve

Joseph A. Bahnan

HOCKEY It all flew by so fast-145 mph ZX6. kto "The more you live; the less you die."
Bakesale '95 "THE FUN HAS JUST BEGUN" Thanx Ma

Elisa D. Balboni

"Lissy" Friends: KS, AH, KG; LC, SY, EZ, DY, AI, MT Pass it to you; Hampton; O.O.B.: Waltham D.D. Thanks Mom. I love you!
Matthew G. Barre

Scott P. Barrett

“Sal Barnett” “Stu”
Friends: TJ, ML, KK, JP,
JT CLASS DORK!
Track “Jade Wong #42”
LED ZEPPELIN KISS GP
THANKS: MOM DAD
JAY SU!

Brian G. Bates

“AUD” Thanks to my mom
Friends: CA, CV, TW, RB,
SK, Screwdrivers, hug me
jackets, and Harleys: these
are what little girls are
made of.

Audrey C. Bent

Kerrin D. Berube

“Sassy” Friends: NR?, MP,
ML, MM, GV, ETC...
SHOP TILL I DROP; I
LOVE YOU: MOM, DAD
MEM
THANX 4 ALL SNEAKY
PEAKS “I MISS YOU”
NATALIE, MICHELLE
LYLAS

Alvin Bettencourt

“AL” Love bug M....
Petty, Megadeth ’95 AC/
DC?
1/8/95 - I remember - Great
Day - Love you JAMMY -
SL MJ BH GM JV JJ CD
BT
Thanks Mom and Dad

Christopher
Bevington

Petty 95 Ozzy 95 NVSI
Beasties 95 Whatever
TAM Log Day 12-16-92
“Let’s Role Another One
Just Like The Other One”
Thanx Brett Mom and Dad

Jason Bilodeau

Football Wrestling Capt.
GREZZO?/Riders Good
Tim ES/CL MC SF ML
MR NB DE MARCH 19
GREZZOfest “I HAVE A
STRONG URGE TO
FLY”
I LOVE YOU MOM DAD
J4R Bob

Seniors
Kevin Biondi

“BUBA” Soccer #13
The Gouchie Mobile
CYBL war BU, UML with JD
Thanks Mom, Dad, Jenn

Tov Birke-Hausien

Soccer, Hoops, and Track.
Thank you and good luck to all my friends. Love you Mom, Dad, and Bill. Good luck Kol (FA).

Kristen I. Bishop

“FLIRT-BOYS” FRIENDS
LOWELL BOYS I’LL MISS YOU! MOM, DAD, fam Luv ya GRAMMY I MISS YOU!

Alexandra M. Bisset

“Ali” - “Zulu”
Friends: SL, LG, KC, CC, GE
1 A.M. Brandeis, Live #2
“Where are we going”
Good Luck Georgia,
Thanks Mom + Dad + Jay

Erika M. Black

Late nights at McCarthy with AB, JH, EP, SD, AJ
Alto 2’s rule! Still ringing bells. Music is life! Love to my family
Thanks CHS!!

Ines A. Bleck

Christine A. Bolia

“Stiny” “The 4 Muskies”
Let’s go swimming”
Bubble Egg Rocky Ape
AJ, LK, LL, FD, KL, SR, TI, JH *BD* Check ya Later!
John Boroyan

Amy K. Boudrow

I Love You Guys! Vocal
Jazz Theatre “Barbara”
“Nora” Musicals “Meg”
“Tuptim” Jim 5-31-94
Love You, Mom and Dad!

Jeffrey S. Boyd

I usually say I hate school
but in hindsight this was the
best four years of high
school I have ever had.
Good Luck ’96! See Ya
Guido.

Nicholas J. Brink

Football#s Wrestling
Great times with JB, CL,
MC, ML, MF, MR, ER.
Weekends at Charlie’s were
cool. The Forest..Prom nt.
Jr. Year
Thanks Mom, Dad, Chris,
Bob

Seth W. Brooks

To my friends: LG, EG,
ME, JJJP, MB, HB + JL,
JW, BW, TH, IA, AA, And
Everyone!
Amor Similis Flammae in
Pectore est. It will keep
you warm + HAPPY!

Heather R. Brown

Never grow up, follow
your dreams, use your
imagination, love your
family, + have faith in
God. I’ll miss you all so
much Love to Mom + Dad

Jeffrey Bruce

Abigail A. Brzezinski

“Abby”
Summer ’95: Bermuda,
Calumet, diving. Thanks
Mom, Dad, Dan, Auntie!
Love you always Nan and
Kip.
*Nov. 20* Love you Tim
John Buckley

“Buck”
CLASS OF ’96
Never forget UVM, Summer ’95
Thank you, Mom and Dad

Andrea G. Burke

ALL WOMAN: JA, VG, MS, JF, EVANNAJ, - you’ve all earned it! YBS will never die. To everyone: thanks for all the good times – THANKS to the fam

Alison R. Burt

“Let’s mk a mvl”’. Live^2
OC. Disaster, Goodies Rallsey?! DB’s w/ CHKMJ KMs, PTS, The Cape, *6-19-94 Greg* I love you Mom, Dad, LR + Friends!

Daniel Byrnes

I would like to thank my parents and my friends, especially AM, JM, JF, MG, MR, DM, RO, JH, JB, MM, JL, TB, MP
Thanks for the memories!

Amy Byron

Cheering, S-Squad KA^2, J^2, DR^2, “U-Dn’t undst!”
RM’s EXP 6/3/95, BTB, grnd-o, AABE, MV^2, STS, OS-WCTKB, TBIQK?, KK-Mlbx’s com bB dth.
I Love-U-Mom, Dad, Chip.

Scott M. Cahill

“Scooty”
Class of ’96
Babies: ST, RK, SF, RC
The road is before us, let’s break free!
THANX Mom, Dad and Kris

Khara Campbell

FH #10 BEST OF TIMES w/RM JO JL DR AE RD AG AB SQUAD!
VST-CAPT TEQ. NITE CAGE? CD 2 DOGGER’S THE HOOD
Thanx+Luv: Mom, Dad, Bros, Sis + P+C Luck + Love to DAN

Scott Campbell
Bryan Cantara
CLASS OF "96"
FRIENDS: MG, KB, JD, EM, TW, JS, JP, MH, MY, DJ,
THANKS MOM AND DAD
I LOVE YOU MELANIE

Stephen M. Capogna
THANKS TO ALL FRIENDS
A special thanks to Mr. Berry and his art class
And a very special thanks to Mom and Dad

Jeffrey S. Carlon
I don’t pretend to have all the answers, don’t pretend to even know what the questions are.
Hey, where am I? -JH
Voice, Red Sox, Mom, Dad

Jeffrey Caron
"FINALLY!"
SEEN with: MF JM TB JB DP MP JH JP DB RC BC,
AND EVERYONE ELSE.
REMEMBER ALL THE GOOD TIMES. Thanks Mom Dad and Gang
Miss U Sean!

Daniel Carr
Trench Coats make magic.
Most Beautiful hair '96 fluent in English
Love Natural Perfume

Christine Carroll
“Crash”
EGGA LITTLE YELLOW MEN!
GOOD LUCK RICKY!
LOVE TO FAMILY
BYE-BYE 4 NOW

Ryan M. Carter
“Doogie”
Track Friends: DV, NP, JA
“True strength can be found only by acknowledging your weaknesses.”
Thanks Mom, Dad, Abby

Amity L. Castellot
DREAMGIRLS 4-EVER
MM, GC, TD, TH, KN, DS, KW & ALSO PB
ALSO REMEMBER EG, MC, CM, JV, JL, AR, & ALL D REST.
THANKS 4-EVERYTHING MOM, DAD, GEN, GRAMMA & PETER
Genevieve Castellot

I'LL MISS MY
DREAMGIRLS
O.M. BAND DRAMA
ORCHESTRA, THANKS
MOM MICHAEL
GRANDMA AMITY
AND ADAM. ALL MY
FRIENDS TOO! I LOVE
YOU!

Stephanie Cavallaro

“Chesta” Friends: MW,
CB, VS, EB, KG, AH, KN
Parties with the girls
Lollapalooza '95 Good
Luck next yr CB, VS, KG
Thanks Mom, Dad, Jess

Melaina Chaput

Kali Cheung

“ZULU” *EGGA*
LIVE AGAIN?SL-
"HALlo!!"
“Where are we going!”
Friends: SL, CC, AB, LG,
HT, CC-let’s go to Sully’s!
Thanks Mom, Dad, MC

Channa L. Ciardi

“96” The crew Friends
Forever ALWAYS remember
good times. Thanks for
EVERYTHING. I love you
Mom, Dad, and Chris
Good Luck Peter! See you

Kerri C. Clermont

Cruise 95 WHATEVER!!!
Friends: JL, JF, SB.
I love you guys! The
porch! Long talks at
Bickfords! Good Luck
Stacey! I love you Mom.

Adam J. Clough

“AC” Friends are worth
more than a million dollars
- I’m going to be a forest
ranger
Thanks Mom and Dad

Kevin Cody
Jason Coolidge
Class of "96"
Canobie Paintball
Ski Club
PAR
Thanks Mom and Dad

Michael Costa
Football #64 "O-Line"
Viva La Battle 309 Frds
CShmRDBtDf JvMgAb
BwDrG MLE MY Q.T. PIE
MY LOVE. Family is 4-Ever. Luv U DAD
Be Fired up - Think Big 96

Sarah E. Costello
"Sarita"
Thanks for Everything: TS, LG, and JD.
I Love You Mom and Dad!
"Gazing into the future our confusion lies."

Megan T. Coughlin
C-C Girls - "RUN HAPPY"
Thanx J.H. 4 good years
"Better than a teacher is a desire to learn."
-A.F. Ferguson
Thanks Mom, Dad, B, E

Katharine Crane
"Could I have been anyone better than me?"
-DMB
To all my buddies and family: remember you have a friend named me.

David Crow
CHS Swimming Beat AB, Class Treasurer, Rep meetings were fun, Thanks and Good Luck Friends, Mrs. Coffey, Mrs. Swierzbin, and Family.
Bye CHS & W309

Cathleen Cushing
"Let today embrace the past with remembrance and the future with longing."
Good luck and swim on Jerries! Thanks Mom, Dad, and Betsy

Alan P. Danielson
We are but pawns in the chess game of life. Yet if carefully thought out, even a pawn can checkmate.
Mom Dad Cora
Ice Creams and Firepits
Christopher G. David

Hoop/The Rock-Big Dipper
“I’m learning to fly”
You were so cool back in H.S., What Happened! -TP/
Good Luck, MH/Mushroom /Te Amo Mama y Papa

James F. Davis

“Davis” “Grier”
Soccer Keeper 94 Champs
Hootie 95, Iron 7
Hockey with KB, JW, BB, SD
Bomberman with SD, OM, SJ
Thanx Family + Friends

Jeremy Davis

“Remember, It’s not farewell Forever, just goodbye for now.” Pals-LG, EG, JG, CS, SC. Weather with AL, Thanks!
Love you Mom, Dad, and Family

Sean P. Davis

“Davis” #16 Soccer
Remember Soccer with great friends, secret club with #10, BU vs. UML
Hootie *Sx2* Thanks to all my Family and Friends

Robynne DeCaprio

FIELD HOCKEY CPT #22
SQUAD DRA JF KD94
VST CTDAWN TO
DOGGERS “CAGE”
CCPYTMAAGEEKs R+O? DAVE- I’LL
ALWAYS LOVE U -TP95
THANKS MOM, DAD+JC

Jeffrey A. DelPapa

What...Nothing! Cocco!
Ski Capt (NVS1) Picture - CA Beasties ’95 - CB,
BH, KK, BD CRASH!
OTW - States ’95 GD
+STP w/BH,CB.1 St.
CB=BH
Thanks Mom Dad Dyanna

Danielle Demers

“Turns out not where but who you’re with that really matters” DMB - Thanks girls for good times!
Hope all goes well! “P” Keep Smiling!
Thanks M&D

Tracy R. Dennett

“Dreamgirls” forever!
AC,GC,DS,KW,MM,KN
Frisbee on Sunday?
My love to Shawn, thanx to my family, Girl Scouts, Karate and fun!
Ronald E. DeRosa

“RHINO” Ftball#44 Hky#7
Garden Party 95 Friends:
BT, BM, JV, JM, JT, MS, SL, MG
Thanx Mom, Dad
Good Luck Jill
“Where do we go from here” Pink Floyd

Felicity M. Dickenson

“FELISKETY” SB#18
Thanks LK, KL, Look what you started. El’s 5min.
Standard lesson FRIENDS
CB, AJ, LL, SF, KB, IH, SR, AT B/F: GD, EL
SEE YA BYE!!

David J. Dickieson

“SOMETIMES PERCEPTION IS REALITY”
THANKS MOM AND DAD. MB#4 CC TEAM,
BERNIE B., “HB”, BROS, SISS, ADRIAN, MATT,
STEVE, MELLISSA, LOVE

Brett DiNatalie

Inspiration leads me, I follow in it’s tracks.
Always striving forward, but sometimes falling back.
Mom/Dad/B/others - thanx for catching me.

Kerri B. Dixon

“DIXON”
BILL I-4-3
ME, SKIP? I DON’T THINK SO. HEY AIM,
WHADDYA DO? WISH I HAD A QUARTER!
LOVE TO MOM, DAD, JOHN

Michael J. Doherty

Thank God it’s over!
“CHIPS” and Ponch
JV Giants and red Toys
Paintball Massacre
Thanks Mom and Dad
THE END!!

Meghann E. Donahue

“There is strength in the differences between us; &
there is comfort where we overlap...”
Swim on Jerries! Family & Friends: Thanx & Love

Manuel Duarte

‘CHUCO’ IT’S ABOUT TIME! MY HOMIES -
KL, BM, & EVERYONE ELSE - “SORRY”
MAD LOVE TOTAL
THANKS: MOM(KARIN)
BRO - CARNAL
(LOVDOG)
Sarah E. Dubner
So much... Musicals, '96, HMUN, chorus, the Lion (what deadline?) Thank you M.D. J. E. MS. NFTY-NE: Dec. Insti-D, D. A. SB, DR - I love you all.

Kerri A. Dufresne
Wassup! Pitstops, BBC Friends JW, AT, KR, FD The party that never was. Bowling HR with Mr. B. Love you Mom, Dad, Tracy and Lauren

Melissa Eckhardt
You're not real and so am I.

Melissa J. Eisenmann
"Mel-Mel" - Europe '94, TG! Pals:AC AR BG EG LG GC HB JK JB KR LG ME RW TD JM + Jen's "So my head is full of jungles and rocker crocodiles."

Alicia Elias
Soccer #6 "Together" member of VST, PTTP, BIMG squad: KC, RM, DR, RD, JL, JO, AG, AB, MaGeeks², MY H95 Loves to Mom Dad Don Desiree Scooter MyTie

Danielle H. Ferry
I track! I believe we are tomorrow's past & I know we are in it together. W309 Friends, Mom, Dad, & Daisy: Love and Kisses Always

Charles Fidler
B² In the A! Out on my own out to be free! NH Jamroom Drums and other stuff. Thanks. Live each day as if you would die the next. Forever Carry on

Casey Finnegan
Football Capt 57 East Side 57 77 5 4 horsemen CF NL SB SC The Lake KK CF NL NB MC AP Mom Dad Patty Kris Thank you 4 everything
Amy Fischer

"FISH'96 MVP CHS CS + T
"I FEEL THE NEED, THE
NEED FOR SPEED" GO
LADY LIONS! I LOVE
YOU ES, CJ, CK, EM, DH,
DC, JJ, JQ, MD, Jo,,
Lobey! DON'T FORGET
ME

Jennifer Fleming

"Fleming" Log & Burke
YBS Remember the
Regency. BONUS Carter
Huts Thanks for the
memories: JA, LK, MC.
Love to Ma, Dad, K & M,
Nan

Kerry Fleming

SOCCER #17 TOGETHER
LOVE YOU * DS, LQ, RJ,
LM, NH + the girls GAG?
LQ-UWI NOT AGAIN
DS-Day Cape, ME
First grade-4eva Thanks
Mom, Gram, Mark and
Jaime

Sandra Forcier

SANDY-V&B-BALL-#24.
HEY: MEGAN, WEEEN,
SHE, JAYBIRD. JEFFREY
I'M SO HAPPY! PITSTOP,
BOWLING WITH ALL. A
MAIL-WOMAN?
LOVE TO MOM + DAD
RDJ

Matthew Fredette

SLUSH Grezzo FGST with
the BEST weekends at
Charlies. Football night at
CF BOB’68’ Good times
with friends. Thanks
Mom, Dad, Jay

Michael Freitas

Class of '96
Should have been '95
Friends: RED, MS, JC
The Tempo, RACE ME
Love you Mom, Dad, John,
Marci; LLe and Sasha.

Shaun Furlong

Ryan R. Gallagher

"GALLAGHER”,
"NANDO”
FISHIN' FOR SMALL-
MOUTH WITH JV, EK,
PODS, AND CCR,
PHILLIES. JAMMING
DOWN VARNEY, RAC-
ING THE SRX
I LOVE YOU MOM AND
DAD
Clark Gaphardt

Can you picture what we’ll be so limitless and free, desperately in need of some stranger’s hand. jm hi Meri luck J, A, F, 3B yeah I’m shy

Brian R. Gardner

To JL, NG, JM, and BM, you made me who I am, it’s a kind magic. Thanks. My love to all who care PYROS OF THE WORLD IGNITE!

Bonnie A. Gary

“FUNKE!”
J.P. Remember rumpadillyious and girls-room golf! E.G. always help yourself! Thanks! Chris, Mom, Dad, Jim! “Luv ya”

Jennifer A. Gavin

“GAVIN” “GAVIE” “SAL.”
Captain CC4 Track5 “Happiness depends upon ourselves.” Thanks Buffy and family also ER JW D1 AB GOOD LUCK Jimmy

Tina L. Gehr


Gregory A. Gibbons

T.F.F.G. Russo, Zawodny, Wells MirrorHEAD in the limelighy-All my friends I love you “I don’t know why you just do” B.C. Mom Dad John Tugger ILU

Jonathan E. Gibson

‘SUGAR CATCHES FLIES BUT IF YOU’VE SWALLOWED A CAMEL AND YOU CAN’T RUN WITH THE BIG DOGS DON’T BITE OFF MORE THAN YOU CAN SHAKE A STICK AT”

Lisa J. Gibson

“Losa’s Leaving!”
EG, SB², AB, SC², JD, JJ, ME, JP², PJ, MB, BW, AM, MK, BQ -You are all so special. Thanks Mom, Dad, Laurie, John. I Love You
Lyndsey Gibson

“Zulu” “Hello McFly!”
“Luzern 92” Quest for a hangout “Live 95”
Accomplices: AB, KC, SL, CC
Love and Thanks Mom, Dad
Good Luck Lo & Taylor

Mark Gill

Football #86
CSLL ’95
Friends: MC JV BT CS JM
Mom + Dad, Thanks for Everything, Good Luck
Mary Kate and Brendan

John A. Gontarz

“Gontarz Gonzo Gonads”
Class of ’96; Paintball with JV, JC, VF; SB at Pond with AA; UVM with JB and EP; Thanks Mom, Dad, Will, Becky, Keith, JD

Erin Goodhue

“Gimpy” Hugie & WHOSIES TO laughter & tears: LG, JP, KA, ME, AB, AR, GC, AC, JK, BG, MB, TH, JD, JJ
KR, SB - UNAUTHORIZED PARTIES! Mom, Dad, Bill, Bri, “T” - I love you so very much!

Allison Govoni

“GOVS” FH#36 SSQUAD: A², R², J, K+D, VST, PTTT OASIS, 8/12/25, CC + A³ RM: DB’S 4 LIFE! LOVE 2 SLVSH!
THANKS + LOVE TO MOM, DAD, G, S² + THE JEEP

Brian Gray

Do not follow where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail. A GRUNDLE is a man’s best friend!!

Thomas Griffin

Victoria Groves

Cha-Ching! TULSA ’95
Log TBS Bonus Flem JG AB L.K: This has all been wonderful, but now I’m on my way.” - Phish
Thanx Mom & Dad
Good Luck Tom
Julie Guarnieri
MONDAY Night BBQ
DANCE: SR, KN, AD, NDMOM
Friends: Ki, DS, KC, AB, VG, KB, SD, Fips *Kim-melons-Superman*-ALICE
- I LOVE YOU MOM,
DAD, John, Jen

Jason Haas
Jay
Class of ’96
Friends: JH MP BM IH JB
Floyd Rules
Thanks Al

Benjamin J. Haley
Basketball KTOKC PPin
Hoot Woods BJECK
Terd Burglar Corn-King
Yes Massa Stackin’
There ain’t no monorail
Thanks little people

Antoinette M. Haring
“ANN”
Class of ’96 The Crew!
Friends: TW, MS, CC, SM, DS, IH.
Thanks Mike for being there. I LOVE YOU!
Ma Dad Nana Pa Mike Rob

Brian Harper
“HARPER”
SPARK THE CHIEF!
FUN TIMES AT MACS!
FRIENDS STREAKS TL ER
B I N G E R S!!
THANKS MOM DAD BOB

Michael Harrington
“Binged out”
Friends: Chops and Crew
BOOGIE WHOPPER
HAIL LEMIRE
Thanks Mom and Dad

Patrick Harrington
P.A.T. PATTY H. FOOTBALL
#3 POLEVAULT
Good Times
Ground Zero Star Wars
lost concerts DANCE!
FRIENDS FROM A-Z
THANKS MOM DAD TOM

Ida Healey
Mad breakouts with EB
The River with RC JP JL
JB NB Friends: NB SM AH
EB SY MD FD SR IL JH NG
Thanks Mom Dad Rachael
Russell E. Heines  
Thanks you Mom, Dad, Scott, and friends.  
Inspire yourself, your life is yours...

Benjamin D. Hermance  
"BANJ"  
FRIENDS: MK, CC, AB, JB  
GO LIONS! #6 TE, DE  
THANKS MOM, DAD, ADAM  
OH, I KNOW! HI SWIT!  
THAT AIN'T RIGHT!

Deanna L. Hovey  
"THE FUTURE IS HERE  
WE ARE IT WE ARE ON  
OUR OWN" (G.D.)  
Good Luck Dawn.  
It will end sooner than you think! Thanks Mom, Dad,  
FRIENDS I LOVE YOU!

Donna M. Hovey  
"Hov", SOCCER capt. #3  
"Toe the Line" TOGETHER  
"I Love Hills" UMASS '95  
"No, I'm NOT a twin!"  
Good Luck, Class of '96  
I Love my family, THANX!

David Howe  
I see a world where animals run free I see a world  
of sincerity I see a world full of caring hearts I see  
this world tear that world apart.

Nicole Hubbard  
Hoops #31 M-ettes capt.  
GAG?- WHAT LIES  
BEHIND US AND WHAT  
LIES BEFORE US ARE  
tiny matters compared to what lies  
within us.  
Love to M, D & L.

Emily Hughes  
Good times with the girls in the LINC. I  
wish them all the best. Thanks for all the memo­ires  
ingles. Thanks Mom, Dad, Jen, Kim & Lo,  
LOVE YOU!

Steven C. Hulkower  
"FLEE"  
BBALL with  
JD, TG, BB, JW,  
KB, JS, BH see ya SD, CS  
Dominos with JV, SC  
BU over UML forever  
Off to Framingham
Jamison Hult

"MUSHY"
Remember: Dead ends summer, Gonzos point and Williamsburg parties
Friends MP, MC, SF, SL, BM, JH, FB, & GD
THANK U MOM&DAD

Benjamin Hyatt

SKI TEAM Capt. States OTW, Good Times- JD, CB, MG, KK, Beatles + STP-BH, JD, CB Summers HB- "Cocco"
I love you Leslie
Thanks Mom, Dad + Becky

Tracey Ingallina

"Friends ALWAYS" KB, AH, AJ, CB, FD, KL,
LOREAL REVENGE BWJWVINYL’96 Phish hon SC “KEYS”
LOVE YOU MOM, DAD, Bro SPECIAL CB, DP
CHEER #1

Brian Ingles

“BOSS HOG” Natti in the ATTIC, The Codyak moment Em-great times and Cheese. DAD “Please Be Patient…GOD isn’t Finished With Me Yet…”

Michael Jarasitis

RAMALHO IS THE BOSS!
Loaf Hoot Woods Petty ‘95 Ozzy ‘95
Log Day - 12/16/92 “You look like Boris Karloff”- T.P.

Geoffrey Jarok

“GOFF (JAROFF)” THANKS TO ALL FRIENDS, FAMILY AND FACULTY. GOOD LUCK CLASS OF ’96. I HAD A GOOD TIME AND I HOPE YOU GUYS DID TOO.

Jennifer S. Jefferson

“Once a mind is stretched by a new idea, it can never go back to its original dimensions.”
-Oliver Wendell Holmes
Good Luck Class of ’96
Thank you friends & family!
I love you Mom & Dad!

Ani Jeknavorian

‘THE FOUR MUSKETEERS” LL LK CB I LOVE U GUYS.
Lets go swimming! LK Camping. White Board! Whoopsie ApeRockyBubble Thanx Mom, Dad, Armen, Avo
Dong Seok Ji

memories of my
of visions
tomorrow sorrows we
music i m
and i i
i let go

Justin S. Johnson

Summer of 94: Friends:
ES MD LB KC CC DS AF
CK DH DC DR MS SC JQ,
SUBI HomeChicken, The
Quarry, Monadnock
Boston. Thanks Dad,
Karen, Gram, Ms. Joyce

Robin E. Johnson

"RJ" Gymnastics/Diving
"Friends Are The Family
We Choose" Girls & Attic
Boys:*GAG?Maine-Bear
Mt. LM-grdK*Who Am I?
Thanks Mom,Dad,&CDJ-
I LOVE YOU

Anna Johnson

Anna Johnson

Anna Johnson

Scott Johnson

"If" - The fun never stops!
Frank!! BM-IW,YL Shaa-
nana-na! "Guys, Lowell
chicks" Sgt. Fleming
Thanks + Love Mom, Dad,
Leigh. S&S"Keep reaching
for those stars" - Kasey
Kasum

Christopher Jones

"JONES-Z" TENNIS
BUDS-
AF,ES,JI,DH,DC,EM,JQ,HK
JP,AK,LM,LS,KB,MH,SC,
TW. NICE BUTT (HONG
KONG) HA-HA! DRINK
STEALER BELLE LUV U
MOM & DAD

Derek W. Jones

'GRUNDEL"
JG NO MORE SPINNING
THE TIRES BT KEEP IT
UNDER A 100 ON 110
BC I STOLE THIS FROM
THE BANK
THANKS MOM AND
DAD

Joanna L. Jones

Swim capt. "Oh geeze" B-
Nashua C-reveal F+D-SK8
3 Pee Seat S-earwax D+Q-
3-18-94 Sexy? RLKNB
You are your own dog!
Thanks MDAS I love you!
Kimberly A. Jones

"KIMBA"
Smile..Dance..Study
I'm off to college!
LOVE YOU Mom + Dad +
Michelle + Jeff
I will miss you all.

Joshua Jordan

CYBL Champs '95&? Jimi H
Green Day'94 Beasties'95
Petty '95 Silverchair '95
Ozzy '95 and AC/DC??
GJM, RG, CB, BH, AB, Sj, TKS,
PAB Thanks Mom and Dad

Jessica Lynn Kaplan

"Kappie" Thanks for all
the memories: OM, art,
theater... KS, JJ, HVL,
MT, KR, et al. I'll miss
you. Mom, Dad, and
Julie I love you.

Sarah Karakitsos

Thanks Mom and Dad, I
couldn't have done it
without you! Thanks friends
CV, CA, AB, and SC.

George Karanastasis

Jam Room PartiesANTNM
Summers in Greece Bpest
Hanging w/ the boys in
the Attic-UnowHoUr.
Thanks Mom + Dad

Katie N. Kastritis

Cheering- Capt. Kate
Always D. D. TV MLBX'S
*Stories* ML, AB- Look
your sharpest! H- H- T
Thanks Mom + Dad
Good Luck Julie

Daniel Keegan

The Bruins are number 1
"Life is half spent
before we know what it
is"- George Herbert
Thanks Mom, Dad, Tom,
and Matt. I Love You!

Kristofer J. Keimig

Goodbye to everything that
was once so familiar/Ma,
Pa, G, M, B, S, & others; You
created who I am/Kin; It
was love that I found at
S.N; For Life
Elizabeth J. Kelber
4MUSKETEERSRULE!AJ
LLCBIlloveyouCrusin’in theVolvoCB’sWindowJA180
Rt3M4N. AndoverguysAJ
CampingLiz’MomDad
THANXAARONhavefun
nextyearw/omeBYE!!

Michael Kendrick
Thanks Mom, Dad, Stacy
Friends: CC, B1, AB, JB
CHS FOOTBALL #85 TE
Refridgerator Raider

Ho Jung Kim

Clewis Kinnett
“SIWELC” ’96
Swim on Jerries, and good luck! “Dude, it’s extra long” Friends are forever.
Thanks Mom + Dad, RCK-
I love you all!

Keith Kinney
Super Bowl “94”
FOOTBALL “95”. Long nights at Heroux.
Friends: EM, BT, JH, PH, CF, Newfound Lake. Good luck with school. Thanks
Mom, Mitch, Kell

Christopher Klick
“Wonders are many, and none is more wonderful than man; the power that crosses
the sea, making a path under surges that aim to engulf him.”

Michael LaBonte
“LABONTE”
Class of ’96
Friends: Grezzo, CB, gg
PM, BM, ML, JB HM TL
SM AH
Good Luck in 96-97 Yind.

Scott L. Landsteiner
“Summer of ’93”
Class of ’96 “Grafetti”
Chillin’ with: MT, TB, MR,
AS, JB, SS, JH, MC, and
others. I Love you Lauren!
Good Luck Phil!
Thanx Mom+Dad PEACE!
Michael K. Lantagne

CHS Football #63, Shot
Put Thanks Class of ’95 friends for the best year of my life; JT, JD, MA, BR, MB. Always there: SB
Thanks Mom, Dad, David

Jenna R. LaRochelle

Sunshine; SS tks CC
S Squad: R^2, A^3, JKD, PTTP
A.N. at JB AE and RM’s ²
8-12-25 “My boys”
VST-S+1 bechd; Curry C.
Lion #1; thnx: family

Amanda LaValle

“AMANDEER”
GREEN DAY
FRIENDS: YOU KNOW WHO - NEW YORK
HERE I COME
THANKS MR. DOHERTY
THANKS MOM

Elizabeth Lavita

“Zibits” “Whatever” 8790
4 Muskies AJ, LK, CB, KL,
SR, ED, JV, BBC 100%
Liz’ at the beach, swim-
ming, Love to Leo, MC,
Thanks Mom, Fred, Kerri,
Bev, Nana XOX

Sarah Lazarto

“ZULU” “SHOTGUN!”
LIVE ’95, 1AM Brandeis
Friends: GE, AB, KC, CC<

Bao Le

Hold on to the memories.
I’ll miss you: JK, KS, ML,
JJ, and JW.
Love and Thanks to: Mom,
Dad, M, A, and K.
We are on our way!

Hong Van Le

Courtenay Leary

FH#33 Driving Around w/
KR&AB, Wolfboro’94x/
HS&BA. Good Luck to all
my friends. *BA-Always
In My Heart* Thanks to
my family. Have fun JL!
Douglas J. LeClair

"Doug"
Class of '96
UMASS bound
Thanks!

Amy LeMaire

evil.

Charles LeMaire

GREZZOFEST with the
BEST "March 19" Night
at CF "BOB" We call It
Riding The Gravy Train"
*BSFMLMCNBMSMJRCM
"In A State of Bliss"
*MOM&DAD

Kristine LeVasseur

"Weenie" PIT STOP
Friends: U know who U R
"We must be the change we
want in the world" "The
DRESS" B/F/ D.H. CG
THANX PC Luv U Mom,
Dad, Mark & Pete

Timothy Lewis

WRESTLING 125 FB#9
BOWL CHAMPS '95
"BINGERS" FRIENDS
YOU KNOW WHO!
STREAKS HER HEY
FELLAS IT'S BEEN A
GREAT TIME! THANX
MOM DAD BOB peace

Erin Lichtenfels

I know I know Just wait
till I get to college
Nothing beats late
nights at York n RB
with AT n FD Love you
MOM DAD N CHRIS

Mark C. Lin

"MENTAL"
 Surprise, Keebler
Jose who???
What glass door?
Scott owes me $20.00.
THANKS MOM, DAD,
AND JEN!

Julie A. Linehan

"JEWLS" Cruise '95
Friends: KC, SB, JF, JP, 
BG, MG, and E-man! I'm
there for ya! GRUNDLE!
HOPEYDOO! The
Porch! Thanks Mom, Dad
and Court!
Nathan Linstad
Capt FB#8 BB, BB#10
Super Bowl 95 4horseman
SB SC CF NL Friends ER
MC NB AP CF TD KD BT
TL etc. States 4 BB Prom
95 Thanks Mom, Dad,
Erik

Stephanie A. Lis
Volleyball #3 "Becka?!"
Grumpy? MS - Do I look
OK? Beach; Sleepover, Stemo
Alphabet, Yogurt, S2!
Good Luck Friends Love
and Thanks Mom, Dad, JMC

Julie F. Lisavich
Four years, and they say
I've grown older, but my
dreams are strong. And
though this chapter is over,
there are many pages left in
the book.

Elizabeth T. Long
"Oh The Places You'll Go"
Track 8-Run Forrest!
Friends: It was fun! Jo
"On Fences" KR-Solitaire
"BC" Thanks Mom, Dad J,
NK I Love You

Maureen D. Long
Thanks to all 4
great years at CHS!
Friends: KR, JL, HB, DL,
KS, HVL + many others!
To everyone at ABA -
I love you!

Michael V. Losinno
"LUCKY"f-ball sometimes
GREZZOFEST with the
best March 19, Chuck F.
house "Are you experi-
enced"
Thanks Mom, Dad, Dana,
Ray and especially Bob

Deborah A. Lundgren
"I trust in Your purpose
Lord for sending me into
the unknown" Love you
Mom, Dad, PJ, and
Grandma. Science Club.
Friends: ML, JL, JC.

William MacDonald
Who called these dead to
dance? Was it the young
woman learning to play the
"GOST SONG" on her
baby grand? Was it the
wilderness children?
David MacPhail

"We're finally free!"
"PIG" Thanks for four great years: BS, JK, SS JO, JC, TC, AA, JC, MM, BP, MD, JR. Swim Team and Family

William Maffeo

STARVED FOR DESTINATION THE ROCK-BIG DIPPER. THE GREAT ESCAPE. TRIPS TO HAMPTON VENUS I HAVE TO GO... AND NOW I CAN'T SEE AT ALL. THANX MOM + DAD

Robyn L. Magee


Glenn J. Maher

"Maaaaa" CYBL Champs #5 #14 SFW 178 Petty '95 Ozzy '95 "One way or another" Thanks Mom, Dad, & Family

Michael Mahoney

CUCKOO!!!
Remember "GONZOS POINT"
Friends: EG, DP, MP, MC, EC, JG, EZ, GB, JH, PG Thanks to my family!

Eric Major

Tennis, Soccer #22 CAPT 95 to Loon "Soybean" Summer '95 the lakes FRIENDS-U know who U R Thanx Mom Dad Jen & Jacqui Love ya

Jennifer M. Mangan

Yogurt, car rides, picnics, the beach, a grumpy summer (never again), & good cheese. Thanks Mom and Dad. Good Luck Maura, Scott, and Julie

Kathleen Marcin

Everyone meet at my house. I'm sorry! Friends JM CA AB BS CB JD. Caught before the finish. Ireland '94 Love you and thanks Mom and JD
Lora M. McCormack


John F. McCoy

Ask and you will receive; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to you.

David M. McEvoy

"I don't believe in Russo, I just believe in me" -C. Fidler- fun times with JJ, Stinky, doughboy, + rudolph Thank you Ma, Pa, Tim, Caro + Lisa

Stephanie McGowan

"96" Always remember good times with "The Crew" I'll never forget you! See you Rompas!! Thanks Mom and Family RIP Papa, love you Mike

Brian McHugh

4 goodones in the "A"; were the natys may live on & the boys R'uptil dawn." Summers in MAINE - thanx RJ 8/3/94 Good Luck Luv & Thanx Mom, Dad, Kev & Ad

Oliver B. McLachlan

"Prime Minister" Art Freaks Secret Club. Thanks KB. Bomberman: SJ. SD. JD. Thanks and love you Mum, Dad, Meg, Pip, Scott

Michael McLaughlin

"MIKEY" UPPY LAKE Friends: SS, SP, BP, AL, AW, KF, BS, NA, JC Thanks Mom, Dad, Wendy, and Alyssa THE LAKE CREW

Catherine McManmon

"The best of days" Where's Gump? Rnng party Not us DBYS Jo Pscpo TP94, BC DJBSE-You’re the best Thanks Mom, Dad, Mark and Mo
Jessica E. McSheehy

"Each of us is the accumulation of our memories."
*96 Lion EIC*
BCM - wish you were here
Family & friends: You mean so much more to me than you’ll ever know. I love you all! SMILE! :)

Jodie L. Medico

Let’s rob a bank, go to CAL & shop on Rodeo Dr. Party at Kates w/ CA, CB, JDx2, AB, MO, & JA.
Now, where do I live? Thnx Kathy! Good luck T&K. Love ya Mom & Dad

Brandi Merrill

M-ettes Capt. *FRIENDS*
GAG? MAINE B Mt.
Wouldn’t it be funny if we took our towels off!!!
*Always w/ me LD*
Thanks Mom, Dad, + Shan I Love You

Joel V. Mesiti

“Long live the fame of Beowulf!” Of course I’m doing CYBL! I will Jam Friends: MM, SJ, BD, OP
Thanks to God, Mom, Dad, and rest of family

Paul Mihailidis

The Attic,
May the Natti’s stand forever bright and tall, Boy Flem, we had a ball.
“Sports are my life” CF
Thanks MaBarb + the kids.

Megan Moore

“Fefe” Jen we are out of here! I’ll never grow up.
Mexico ‘95 “Boston” “Old MacDonald” Thanks to all my friends. I love you Mom Dad SM CM

Daniel W. Mullen

“MULLEN”
#19 FTBL “SUPERFLY”
AUSTRALIA ’95
1984 VOLVO DL SILLY - WARS $40 QUEBECFEST
PP THANKS, BD TC etc & FAM

Annette Murphy

Seniors
Marc J. Mycko

Class of '96
College Bound
Freinds: NP, MP, MD, CC
Paintball survivor
Thank you Mom and Dad!

William H. Normandin

Friends-Grezzo
Num-Num's House
Sidetrack
Thanks-Mom Dad Tracy
Thanks Bob
Good Luck Jeff

Kathleen M. Notini

I GottaGirl *MALIKA* CC
C-rock T-hee FUUFNF
MCN can we B friends?
Safari TD RUBD? M+S-we
R like this! LuvU M+D
MissU Grampy! CU ltr
ALLIGATOR!!

Winston Oliver

"If you only look at what is, you might never attain what could be." Mom, thank you for your courage.

Jennifer M. Ossen

SOC CAPT#4,TRK*
"TGTHR" S-SQUAD: A', R2,D,K+J
P2B-VST OASIS G
HOOD CC BOYS-SUM.95 A3@RM'
15/20! LL*"ON FENCES"
THANKS MOM+DAD*I LOVE YOU

Andrew J. Pajak

Football Hockey, Track
#45 Superbowl '94
working for Bob, Summer of '95 "AW YEAH"
Thanks CG, JS, DC, JB
I Love You Mom and Dad

Shana A. Paleologos

THANKS TO EVERYONE
MOM AND DAD ANDY
APOLLO
I LOVE YOU GUYS

Nick Papadonis

Trips to Boston, Phun
@ Avalon, nights@ the
Jam Rooms, time in the
attic Europe in '93, 88
MPH?, Talent Show,
DMC-12, WeezerRK,
Thanks Mom & Dad
Kevin A. Papenfuss

"Give me a light that I may tread safely into the unknown."

Nirlep Patel

Nirlep
Class of '96
Thanks Mom and Dad

Matthew Patriquin

"The only stars are the men, the only heroines the ships, and the only villain the cruel sea itself."

Katherine J. Pelosi

"Purple Freak" Just 1 of the guys. Shopping at the army, listening to the Peppers + those long nights staring at my wall at 4am! Thanks FAM+MR

Bryan J. Pemberton

Swim and Pole Vault with Pat, Beating AB, I cleared, late night talks with D+J, Good friends at The Lake, Rob+The Crew,
Thaxn+Love U Mom, Dad + Rob

Jessica A. Peters

"Jess" "JP" "Petes" New England Telephone chick flicks Grundle Whosies & The Ground Round
Goldilocks Thanks For Being There EG MB JL
LG AB GC BG SB JD & MY FAMILY

Brian T. Petro-Roy

"What is the purpose of life? To be the eyes and ears and conscience of the Creator of the Universe." - Vonnegut
Thaxn Mom + Dad - Cya Jeff!

Sarah Jane Phelan

BCDEJ-Girls it's been great-the linc. SK83 "P"!
The roaming Parties and Red Shirt! R, B+L Sb Bench Capt. Tim, I Love You, and thanks Mom+Dad GL Casey
Dennis Phillips
Welcome to Williamsburg
Friends: MP² TB EZ PG JP
All you can eat KFC
The GRAND AM--B-Ball
"What do you want to do"
FAITH NO MORE MR.
BUNDLE

Joseph A. Picard
Meg, WE DID IT!
CHS "96" Meg,"Be
serious" Thanks Mom, I
Love You. Lenore, Kris,
Roland I Love You Guys.
Friends: MM, SC, CO,
MS, PM, AH, SM.

Jennifer L. Pinault

Matthew Pomerleau
GONZO'S POINT EZ'S,
AND THE DEAD END.
Good Luck to all my
friends, EZ, DP, GD, TG,
TB, MC, JG, KP, PG, JP,
EC, MS, JB, JH, MM, SF,
RH, and others. Thank you

Beth Popolizio
Can't believe it's over
so fast! *JDCSE, LOVE
YOU GUYS! You're great
friends, Thanks for every­
thing! "P!" M, D, E, M, S
Love you. Thanx Mom

Eric P. Porter

John H. Powell
"P-man" Track - Long
Lived, F-ball, welcome
back soccer, FRIENDS:
GRUNDLEEK² BM²
TAW, Thanks and I Love
You Mom, Dad, and Jillian

Christopher Price
"I'm not Walt Disney
anymore."
-Walt Disney
Love you Mom, Dad, Liz
& Family
Eva R. Price
Keep passing the open windows. THEATER DECA EXTRACURRICULAR OVERACHIEVER. All Woman! Mean Girls Thursdays. Thanks Mom and Dad and bros.

Jason Provencher

Jonathan P. Quimby
QUIMBY '96
"Experience is a hard teacher because she gives the test first, the lesson afterwards"
-V.L.-

Lisa M. Quinn
Thanks 4 the good times Mom,Dad,Kris+D-I Love U

Sarah K. Rains
“Whatever” “Wow” Talk to the hand
Thanks for Everything
I Love You Mom And Dad

Kathleen S. Ralls
FH Capt SB #9 Driving w/ CL AB-some goodies? EL F solitaire, Friends: HS, KD, CB, LN, AH, NK
Love to Mom & Dad, TOMMY SARAH Tig & Family Thanks Maura

Janice D. Reis
Thanks for everything
Mom and Dad

Alissa M. Ressel
“Lissie May” Europe ’94
Friends: EG, LG, ME, JK
Thank you & I love you Mom, Dad, Anne, Tom, Ron, Rob, Kaplans, and God.
Music is like Life...
Gregory Rideout
Hanging in the Attic,
ME+NH with friends
Europe-Tr. 81 Wahtutca
Football #42
"Hello I Love You" Alison
Love You, Mom, Dad, +
family

James Rines

Steven Rivard
Class of '96
Friends: BB, JW, JP, KB,
BC, JC, and GR.
B-Ball #24
SEE YA X-C
THANKS MOM, DAD, +
LEIGH

Erica C. Robertson
"TQ/Sparky" X-C & Track
Gut! Circus @ Wendy's
Powder keg jockey A-R
C-ya *Gavvie* & Huhman
dogs + rats GS! REM '95
Thanks Mom, Dad, & Lisa

Kristin M. Rockett
"It is the small things that
make the best memories"
Friends: Together forever,
I love you all!
Mom, Nellie & Katie,
Thank you! EG & JVB, ;)

Dana A. Rourke
FHCKY CPT #39
THE SQUAD R'A'FK
GD94 CDWN TO
DOGGERS CCRPTYS
CAGE GS' WITH LOVE
R+O? MAGEEKS' VST
MOM DAD TODD
THANKS I LOVE YOU

Marc J. Roy
"TFFG"
GREZZOFESTING WITH
EVERYONE! Shine like
the sun. The Forest
Thanks: Mom, Dad, EBJ
and K. Nothing left to do
but SMILE, SMILE,
SMILE...BOB

Matthew Russo
Thanks Mom + Dad. The
best times with Katie Pelosi
+ Friends: CF, GR, GG,
PM, DM, JZ, BOB. Maine,
school music, Latin class +
Bands. Mirror Head
Eric Ryan
Hockey #6 Div. 1 state Champs '95 Friends you know who you are.
"STREAKS" BH TL
"GARDEN PARTY"
GOOD LUCK Jay, Shannon, Ra CHL
Thanks Family + Coach

Kristy T. Salisbury
“What’s the name of that bridge?” or “I can’t say that, it has too many aahs!”
I’ll miss you Jess, Alex, Van, Mo. Thanks Mom, Dad, Jill

Melinda A. Sandler
“You never know when you’re making a memory.”
DANCE FOREVER
Thanks parents, teachers, and friends

Michael Scanlon
“Scanz”
Golf & hockey
Good luck friends
12/16/92 L.D.
Chess Tourneys + Fuwaan
Thanks Mom, Dad, + Michelle

Toni R. Sella
Bugs in West Borough “DANCING” Good times with B.S. We’re just trying to have fun! Never Forget the nightmare 7-17-95!

Christopher E. Seneta
“Every silver lining’s got a touch of grey.”
Forsaken is he who seeks wisdom here.
Thanks Mom and Dad
Shut-up, Mr. K.

Joseph Sevigny
“KABOKIE” A.K.A.- JoBu
WOWEY LOUIE
FRIENDS: CJ KH AK BC BB JW JP SR EM KB SH
JAM IT! C.Y.B.L.

Matthew P. Sexauer
“What is a band without saxophones?” - Phish
Love to Mom + Dad for being on top of things.
Thanks AS + SCO, Goober, Jazz, and all the rest.
Rebecca L. Shamas

"BUGS"
GOOD LUCK TO T.S.,
K.M.,
J.M., and J.W.
GREAT TIMES WITH
T.S.!!
THANKS MOM, DAD,
AND KENNY! LOVE
YOU!

Christopher Shattuck

Debra Sheehan

SOCCER-TOGETHER!
KF, LQ, JR, BM + GAG I
love you! Never 4get Da
Cape, Maine, 3-18-94
SEXY? Who-who, FGM,
Pink Sior, Ms. M # ODE 2
FAMAnne, Jo, Steve,
MOM + DAD * Miss UND

Dianna L. Shepard

Friends: You know who
you are. Keep the memo-
ries alive.
Thanks to Mom, Dad &
Stacey. I have to leave to
find my way.

Laura Lee Shields

I LOVE YOU MOM +
DAD
GOOD LUCK PRAIRIE

Mark C. Sides

FRIENDS JP MP TB DP
SF RW JH MC AND
MANY OTHERS. RE-
MEMBER THE S-10 AND
DAKOTA. FOOTBALL
GAMES "NOTHING TO
DO"

Stephanie L. Silva

And another star is born.
Friends: CT, TW, CA, and
all the rest. Good Luck!
HEY CHEESE!
Thank you to my family
and Todd. I Love you all

William C. Smith

“Bill”
Class of ‘96
Friend BB, MH, Red, WD
Middlesex Bound
Outting club
Thanks Mom and Dad
Timothy L. Sousa

"SOUUSA" - CHS was fun. Thanks to all my friends. GRUNLDE - chainsaw, swindle age every Fri-BC Love and thanks to all my family - good luck Joe

James Spaulding

"We'll make the best of what's around" AW YEAH! Cruisin in Nugget Ingles you're gross! THANK YOU Mom, Sean. Dan, Liz, AP & CG I Love You all.

Melissa Sponholtz

"Missy Mae" Class of '96 "The Crew" Friends Forever! To my family, friends, and Alan, I Love You! Well, It's been real

Matthew R. Ste Marie

I don't know where I'm going but I sure know where I've been. Thanks: AR, EM, JS, JZ

Christopher W. Steiling

"OGRE" F-Ball#73 Discus "A Feeling of sadness + longing/that is not akin to pain/+ resembles sorrow only/As mist resembles the rain" -HEL Think Big Luv u Mom, Dad + A

Brian Stewart

"Stewie" Good Luck: JK, MM, SS, KF, SP, & DM. Don't cause too much trouble "Freshman" and John. Thax Mom, Dad, and Colleen. Also Ms. Joyce

Tasha L. Stone

"Tec-Pee" Flight school Couldn't have made it without you Sarita. Love you Dad and Mom "Wind Beneath My Wings"

Brian Sullivan

"Sully" #2 "Remember the days gone by for a moment can seem just the way it used to be" Love Mom, Dad, Dave, Tracy
Emily J. Sullivan

"Sullivan" Say Anything
Never forget: the group shower conversations or Zesty's. Good Luck Lady Lions. Define 1? Never!
Love to Mom, Dad, Just3

Meaghan K. Sullivan

Beach Sleepovers Live²
O.C. disaster Glintzed
Sterno picnics Grumpy?
Do I look okay? Yogurt
Love and Thanks Mom Dad
Dan Mike and Friends

Heather L. Swimm

Swimmy, Track8, V-Ball³
Lts mk a mt!, DB's w/ KACM
Smf JGB! CL< the lake in 94! NIVEK! Live/REM/
Lolla
WHAT next?*Michael I
Love You* Thanx M+D
GL J

Kimberly Szczepkowski

"ABOVE THE CLOUDS"
Chris friends to the end.
Mike my heart is Urs.
Love to MOM DAD Gram
+ Gramps
All my respect and love x0 Bye: EC, MJ, EV, JM, DM

Matthew Tavano

Oh Tav: But I thought everyone got locked in their trunk! Binkers anyone? Peace and love to:
ANDREANAMY, JK, KS, KR, JM-LOVE TO THE FAM!

Brian Therrien

Sidetrac/Frogs Friends JH, BN, GW, ML, GG, PH, KK
"Abducted" FireTower
Track-"relays" "STP"
Thanks Mom and Dad I
Love You + Rob and Jen

Marni B. Thompson

To Friends-KC, DS, CC
and all the rest: Thanks for making these 4 years full of smiles, laughter, and fun I'll
never forget! GOOD LUCK-Marni

Yesenia M. Torres

"Yesi" Kerri adopting Cat.
No I'm not getting married YET! Friends KD TG AT
KM AT MM JCA 143
Dancing Niche Gomez
Thanks Love Mom Dad
Tom
Julie B. Totten

Girls, are you GRUMPY?!
Stern Picnics, Yogurt!
Beach sleepovers. Car rides.
"Tainted Love" Love you
Mom and Dad! Katie,
you’re the best!

Amy E. Trahan

I'm Doug and I'm outta here! EL-* YORK94* Fins a god Beastie M-man J+K cynical! sat nites @ RnB, McD’s, waitress Love you Mom Dad Lisa Biff

Brian J. Tremblay

"GRUNDLE"
Cruising with P.J.
Monte SS V.S. Z28
P.J/ Derek, Brian
The fence on 110
Thanks Mom and Dad!

Paul D. Tremblay, Jr.

"TUCKS"
Cruisin’ in the monte
CHS FOOTBALL RULES
Remember the Pats!
Love you Dad Chris Jax
Sleeper? Me and Miss

Christina Tsandikos

"Lord Jesus Christ have mercy upon me a sinner."

Friends:
EH, HT, JvB, NH. Love you Mom, miss you Dad.

Amy B. Tsechrintzis

Thanks Mom and Dad
And finally a STAR was born

Stacia M. Tucker

"We say stand together, not to fight, just to exist"
Firepits, The Common Thanks everyone It’s been...insane.

Brian Tura

"Time Marches On"
Nog for Bubba T/log Day Great Escape
Thanks to all family and friends especially In. Vo. Er. Dh. Oi. Nn. Eg.
Jennifer A. Van Buren

Let us remember the past; live in the now And dream of tomorrow. Miss you: KR, MC, JJ, ME, JR, etc. Love and Thanks Mom, Dad, and Marty.

Dimitri C. Varmazis

Obstacles are those things we see when we take our eyes off our goals.

Carrie Vautour

Thanks Mom and Dad, I couldn’t have done it without you! Special thanks to MT and friends SK, CA, AB, TW.

Jose A. Vazquez

HARDWORK? "25 is just a SUGGESTION" WAIT AN HOUR AND WE'LL BOTH GO."SRGT. FLEMING CSL95 TRIP TO HAMPTON THANKS MOM; DAD GOOD LUCK PHIL. DANISH!!

Graham Walsh

GOOD TIMES AT HEROUXS 495 WITH BN AT 4AM CHILLIN WITH MY BUDS THANKS MOM DAD LOVE YA GOOD LUCK E GUZ COURT PS. BROWN SAAAA AB YA

Tricia M. Weaver

Hey why not? Friends: CA, SS, CV, AB, SK There are two paths in life and I chose the right one!! Thanks Mom and Dad

Jennifer K. Weinbeck

Laughter is the shortest distance between two people - Victor Borge Friends-Love you all Thanks+love-M+D, W, C+M

Julie A. Weldon

WASSUP?! KD + AT-Fun times-Rock n' Bowl, Pit Stops, mercy! "Little TOPSY" + "Scoopy". I'm getting Verklempt! I love you Mom, Dad, Amy.
Melissa M. White

I Gotta Girl *THLEEN*
T-He K&S-Like This- AL,
CC, CRK-RK! What RU
Lookn At?? Love2SC*K-I'll
B THR 4U! Luv2MaD! It
WILL Be Dif! In A Wyl
CROCODILE!

Geoffrey Whitman

I thank my family, DH and
DD for everything.
Peace to all of '96 esp. BM
JS KD love ya dad

Nathan C. Widtfeldt

"Nate"
Class of 96
PEZ+KAZOO'S kick
Friends: E.P. D.R. N.S.
T.H. J.Z. D.J. D.P. Stew
B.H. S.G.

Jennifer A. Willis

"BIG MAMAJAMA"
"Sally""Pretty" Best of
luck to all, Thanks for
everything Love you Mom
Dad Brian Kevin Bill
Jen=Always a place to stay

Jennifer Wirth

A PASS?? Yeah Right
The Zepher lives on
love you C.C.H.A.D.A.D
Thanks Mom and Dad
Best Friend and Smooch
FOREVER

Justin W. Wooster

"HOOTER"
UML VS. BU
P.A.R.!!
ROCK'NBOWL
HEY! THATS MY
JACKET!!
THANKS, MOM AND
DAD

Rebekah Wright

The powerful play goes on,
and you may contribute a
verse.
-Walt Whitman
Love to JW JM SB LG Ben
Sa-Sa It’s Briga-over!

Meredith A. Yetsko

"MYRTLE MOBILE"
M-ettes, S-ettes MO-D,KD
Water Wars: Girls Win
Friends: MG, BC, TW, JP,
MH, EM, JS, KB, JD, AK,
LK, HM Love You Mom,
Dadx2, Sibs
Phillip Yu

THANKS TO ALL FRIENDS, TEACHERS, AND STAFF FOR MAKING MY YEARS AT CHS MOST MEMORABLE AND ENJOYABLE.

Andrew J. Zabierek

"Zabie"
Class of '96
Going to College
Friends: JB, UI, CK, JM
The Voice
So long CHS

Jason Zawodny

NO PICTURES AVAILABLE

Michael A. Caito
GREZZO. Night of Chuck's East Side for Lit 57775 Binger's At the Crib. Friends: You know who you are. Much love to my familia. Is it iceable?
BOB

Heath Makela
HEY FELLAS ITS BEEN GREAT GSAJ "GREZZO" FRIENDS YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE. BINGERS WITH THE BOYZ THANKS DAVE, MICH, MOM AND BOB

Victoria Morgan
YOU MY FRIENDS, I WILL DEFEND AND IF WE CHANGE I LOVE YOU ANYWAY. THANX TO MY FRIENDS, I AM PROUD OF YOU; ST, LR, DL, PDH, THC, AND OTHERS

Rachel M. Kraft

They call it youthful idealism and even I would have to agree with them except some of us grow up and it's still there."

Cynthia B. Thibault

Finally! Friends: KB SS AB CA CT ST Kb TB SD & any 4gotten Love you&Good Luck. Them's has landed! "Cheese" A STAR was finally born. MOM, DAD, Sue**I Love you!

Eric D. Vozzella

Seniors
Adrian Agostino
Joshua Bjorkland
Thomas Bryant
Alissa Burns
Charlton Chen
Lelainia Dixon
Amanda Frassica
Brian Gray
Sandra Dee Herbert
Randy Houle
Umar Intiaz
Jared James
Anh Kha
Jeffery Knobel
Prairie Lange
Jeffery MacDonald
Steve McNally
Jennifer Moncreaff
Guarav Nath
Lia E. Romani
Nicholos Stremennos
Franklin Taylor
Cynthia Thibault
Eric D. Vozzella
Jon L. Woermer
Stacey Wojtas
On Friday, December 15, 1995, everyone gathered at the Jingle Bell Ball in a cheerful holiday spirit. After already having been postponed once due to a snow storm, many wondered if it would even happen at all. But the weather cooperated and a fun time was ready to be had! The Jingle Bell Ball saw the crowning of Dave McEvoy and Lisa Quinn as the King and Queen, with Greg Rideout, Alison Burt, Brian Ingles and Emily Hughes as members of their Royal Court. CHS students and faculty (including Mr. Meidell, himself!) danced the night away, and when it was over, left to enjoy the upcoming holidays!
At right: Allison and Patrick show everybody their surfing abilities!

Say “cheese!”

What a cute couple!

Don’t worry girls, these guys are trained professionals in the Heimlich maneuver.

Taking a breather, ladies?
I have arrived...

Aren't you glad he uses Dial?

These gentlemen make a fashion statement

Who're you looking at, Abby?

...And they all fell down...

Come on, everybody, do the Locomotion!

Jingle Bell Ball
"YMCA," yells Mr. Meidell and friends

Now kids, no huggy-bear!

Where did your dates go, ladies? Thank goodness she wore heels

We're having a good time! K&K, how cute...

Look out, you're about to lose your corsage!
Julie and Chris get down!

Deb, what are you doing to Brian?

What a handsome pair!

Aren't we cute!

Boy does dance.

Jingle Bell Ball
These two look like they’re having fun.

El Senor Rubin and Ms. D. do the swing.

Dip anyone?

Two gorgeous gals
The Morp dance, a treasured CHS tradition, kicked off the 1995-96 school-year. “Prom” spelled backwards, Morp starts the year off in a casual, fun way. The 1995 Morp was a well-attended event, enjoyed by upper and underclassmen alike. Old friends, after a summer apart, were brought back together, and new friends were made. The music put everyone in a great mood, and it seemed like the night flew by. Eleven o’clock arrived before we knew it, but we all left with pleasant memories and hopeful expectations of the next CHS dance.

Welcome to Morp, 1995!

We’re so happy to finally be SENIORS!
Surprise!

These girls know how to party!

We don’t need guys to have fun!

The '96 Reps. planned another great dance!

Guys' night out

Hey, how'd a Junior get in the picture?
Spirit Week

Matt keeps the beat.

Who are these bewitching ladies that the seniors have captured?

High five: The seniors win!

Lady Lions...Grrr!

A sea of spirited seniors.

Three lovely ladies of colorguard.
These girls are ruthless!
The Class of '96 is #1!!!

Jen runs for the goal line.
Which way is who going?

Deb speaks for her class and her team.
Come into the Lions' Den...
The Class of 1997 has almost completed their journey towards heroism. They have overcome the obstacles of being freshmen, as sophomores worked consistently hard, and finally this year have gained the respect necessary to move towards the goal. Junior year is often the most challenging, and yet throughout this class has shown themselves worthy of their future role as heroes!
Molinari, Bryan
Moloney, Beth
Moloney, Emily
Morell, Daysha

Morrison, Katie
Morse, Rebecca
Mourtzinos, Patricia
Moy, Elizabeth

Mueller, William
Muse, Michael
Mulrooney, Colleen
Mumby, Susan

Murray, Jennifer
Muse, William
Mycko, Brian
Nakamoto, Kim
Nelson, Matthew
Nicholls, Megan
Nickerson, Melissa
Nikonchuk, Alison

O'Brien, Taryn
O'Connor, Katie
O'Reilly, Rachel
O'Sullivan, Megan
Ofli, Kristin
Olsson, C. Erik
Orr, John
Ouellette, Chantelle

Outridge, Bryan
Pajer, Valentine
Paolilli, Anthony
Papandreou, Maria
Pappas, Alana
Paquin, Jodi
Pascucci, David
Paterson, William

Peal, Thomas
Pelley, Brendan
Perry, Valerie
Peterson, Chris
Petralio, Douglas
Pheaufl, Nicole
Phillips, Jill
Picard, Sandra

Pieroni, Adam
Pieroni, Justin
Pollard, Shannon
Price, Richard
Proulx, Kimberlee
Quinlan, Brandie
Rager, Amy
Ramachandra, Anjali

98 Juniors
Sophomores year is a very transitional year. Much hard work must be accomplished. No longer the youngest class, and still far from the oldest, these future heroes have to pay their dues, as they work towards heroism. This class can begin to learn what it means to be a role model, as they have the freshman class looking up to them. The Class of 1998 should be proud of their many accomplishments, and rest sure that they, too, have all the potential in the world to be successful heroes.
Fisher, Bryan
Faherty, Kathleen

Flaherty, Michele
Fleming, Jaime

Fletcher, Katie
Flynn, Kelly

Foster, Joshua
Foster, Sarah
Francione, Frank
Fratus, Todd
Freitas, Maryanne
Friedman, Rebecca
Fyten, John
Gallagher, Kristen

Gallant, Jeffrey
Gannon, Jennifer
Gatti, Brian
Gauthier, Bruce
Gauthier, Michael
Gearin, Matthew
Geisler, Julia
Gemmell, Christopher

Geoffroy, Jacqueline
Geoffroy, Jessica
Gianacoplis, Kimberly
Gilbridge, Ellen
Giles, Katelyn
Gilfeather, Amanda
Gilmore, Jenny
Giroux, Stephanie

Goff, Brian
Gontarz, William
Graves, Kathryn
Gregoire, Jennifer
Grimard, Christopher
Hagel, David
Hajjar, Richard
Hand, Megan

Hann, Tara
Harrington, Kristen
Hawking, Annamarie
Hefferman, Colleen
Hemond, Jared
Heslin, Richard
Higgins, Kathleen
Hill, Samantha

104 Sophomores
Sophomores
As the youngest class at CHS, the freshmen have many heroes to look up to. Teachers, Parents, and upperclassmen all serve as role models to these promising students. They are encouraged by the accomplishments of these people and challenged to surpass the heights they have reached. They have already overcome many obstacles in beginning a new school, and meeting the new challenges of high school life. In the coming years, the Class of 1999 will develop into excellent role models for future classes.
French transportation workers strike against their government throughout the month of December, shutting down the airlines and the metro system, after France increases the retirement age from 50 to 55 and lengthens the work week from 37 to 39 hours in efforts to cut spending.

In a powerful address to the U.N.'s Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, China, attended by 30,000 women from 180 countries, U.S. First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton declares, "Women's rights are human rights," to a desk-thumping, applauding audience.

Shock waves hit the Middle East when Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin is shot and killed while leaving a peace rally in Tel Aviv November 4. His murderer, Jewish extremist Yigal Amir, fanatically opposes peace negotiations with the Palestine Liberation Organization.

Marxist Cuban President Fidel Castro abandons his Havana cigar and military fatigues for a suit and tie on a diplomatic visit to New York in October, where he tries to convince the U.S. to lift its 33-year-old trade embargo on still-communist Cuba.

Madman Shoko Asahara, leader of the Japanese apocalyptic religious cult, Aum Shinrikyo, is arrested on May 16 and charged with the Tokyo subway nerve-gas attack that left 12 people dead and injured 5,500 more in March.

In late May, a doctor performs emergency surgery aboard British Airways flight 32 using a coat hanger, a knife and fork, and a scissors sterilized in brandy to save a woman whose life is threatened by a collapsed lung.

Tahitian protests escalate into riots after France detonates a nuclear test device 750 miles from the South Pacific island. France's September resumption of tests after a three-year moratorium brings global condemnation.

Pope John Paul II visits New Jersey, New York and Maryland, and addresses the United Nations. He speaks out on social, economic, political and moral themes.
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Tahitian protests escalate into riots after France detonates a nuclear test device 750 miles from the South Pacific island. France's September resumption of tests after a three-year moratorium brings global condemnation.

Fifty years after the end of World War II, Japan remembers those killed by the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. A solitary building left standing after the blast, now a memorial called the Atomic Bomb Dome, symbolizes the horrors of war and the price of peace.
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Shock waves hit the Middle East when Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin is shot and killed while leaving a peace rally in Tel Aviv November 4. His murderer, Jewish extremist Yigal Amir, fanatically opposes peace negotiations with the Palestine Liberation Organization.

Marxist Cuban President Fidel Castro abandons his Havana cigar and military fatigues for a suit and tie on a diplomatic visit to New York in October, where he tries to convince the U.S. to lift its 33-year-old trade embargo on still-communist Cuba.

Madman Shoko Asahara, leader of the Japanese apocalyptic religious cult, Aum Shinrikyo, is arrested on May 16 and charged with the Tokyo subway nerve-gas attack that left 12 people dead and injured 5,500 more in March.

In late May, a doctor performs emergency surgery aboard British Airways flight 32 using a coat hanger, a knife and fork, and a scissors sterilized in brandy to save a woman whose life is threatened by a collapsed lung.

Tahitian protests escalate into riots after France detonates a nuclear test device 750 miles from the South Pacific island. France's September resumption of tests after a three-year moratorium brings global condemnation.

Fifty years after the end of World War II, Japan remembers those killed by the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. A solitary building left standing after the blast, now a memorial called the Atomic Bomb Dome, symbolizes the horrors of war and the price of peace.
An earthquake kills 51 people on the resort-studded Pacific coast of Mexico. The quake measures 7.5 on the Richter scale and is felt 330 miles away in Mexico City.

Quebec, Canada's largely French-speaking province, defeats an October referendum on Quebec independence by a margin of less than one percent.

In July, without public explanations, Burma's military rulers free the country's most famous political prisoner, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of the pro-democracy movement and Nobel peace laureate, after six years of house arrest.

Russian figure skater Sergei Grinkov, 28, collapses and dies from a heart attack during practice with his wife-partner Ekaterina Gordeeva on November 20. The pair won two Olympic gold medals and four world pairs titles.

Great Britain's Princess Diana shocks Buckingham Palace with a tell-all BBC interview. Defying royal protocol, she discusses her marriage to unfaithful husband Prince Charles, her struggle with depression and bulimia, and an extramarital affair. The majority of English people express their support and sympathy.

Securities trader Nicholas Leeson is arrested in Germany in March 1995 for fraud, forgery, and breach-of-trust. Leeson racked up a $1.32 billion loss that caused the collapse of Barings PLC, the 233-year-old British bank.

The first U.S. president to visit Northern Ireland, President Clinton receives a warm Christmas welcome for his show of support for peace between Irish Protestants and Catholics.

Hope blooms for peace in Bosnia when Bosnia's President Tuzbepovic (left) shakes hands with Serbia's President Milosevic on the opening day of the November cease-fire talks in Dayton, Ohio. Croatia's President Tudman looks on. The ensuing Paris peace agreement of December sends 60,000 NATO peacekeeping troops to the war-torn country.

In November, the Republic of Ireland narrowly passes a referendum calling for an end to the country's 1937 constitutional ban on divorce.

While competing in an international balloon race in September, two hot air balloonists, one English and one American, are shot down when their balloon floats over course over Belarus. The Belarusian army sees the balloon as a security threat and fires without warning. The balloonists fall to their death.

More than four years after Desert Storm, Iraq's President Saddam Hussein remains in power, though two of his sons-in-law defect to Jordan on August 8 and call for Hussein's overthrow.

In July, without public explanations, Burma's military rulers free the country's most famous political prisoner, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of the pro-democracy movement and Nobel peace laureate, after six years of house arrest.
As the result of an improperly cleaned test tube at a fertility clinic, a woman in the Netherlands gives birth to twin boys, each from a different father.

A stunning photograph from the Hubble Space Telescope captures a moment in the birth of a star in the Eagle Nebula, 7,000 light years from Earth. Light from the young star's nuclear furnace lifts towering pillars of hydrogen gas and interstellar dust.

The world's first test-tube gorilla is born at the Cincinnati Zoo in October as part of an effort to save the western lowland gorilla, an endangered species that numbers fewer than 450 animals.

Fossils of a jawbone (left) and leg bone (right) found in Kenya in August reveal a previously unknown species of upright hominid that lived four million years ago, pushing the emergence of bipedalism back half a million years. Walking upright is a key adaptation that separates humans from apes.

Media attention focuses on melatonin, a naturally occurring hormone used to induce sleep and slow the effects of aging. Lauded as a wonder drug, a kilogram of synthetic melatonin sells for as much as $10,000.

As a protective measure against counterfeiting in the era of digital publishing, the Treasury Department redesigns U.S. currency bills, to be issued over the next five years, starting early 1996 with the new $100 bill.
Former rivals in space become comrades in space after the historic docking of the U.S. space shuttle Atlantis and Russia’s Mir space station on June 29. Astronaut Robert Gibson (in red) greets cosmonaut Vladimir Dezhurov.

In June, volcanic eruptions give birth to a baby island. A new member of the Tonga Islands emerges near New Zealand, 900 feet high and 140 feet wide.

Buyers rush to stores for the new computer operating system Windows 95, spurred by Microsoft Corp.’s $700-million publicity barrage and the promise of a friendlier interface.

In November, Visa introduces a cash-storage card that eliminates a pocketful of loose change. A chip in the plastic card tracks the amount of available cash, which is accessed with a reader at the place of purchase. The card can be taken to the bank and reloaded.

The movie Apollo 13 opens in the summer after filming many of its scenes inside NASA’s “zero gravity” plane, which mimics the weightlessness astronauts experience in space by diving into a 23-second freefall.
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After a decade-long search, scientists isolate what may be the most important cancer-related gene. The detective gene known as ATM is associated with cancers of the breast, colon, lung, stomach, pancreas and skin, and may be carried by two million Americans.

Astronomers using the Hubble Space Telescope observe new moons orbiting the planet Saturn, adding at least 2 moons and possibly 4 to Saturn’s previously known total of 18.

A team of French and British explorers believe they have found an ancient breed of horse previously unknown to scientists. In November, the four-foot high horse with a triangular head, which resembles the vanished horses of European Stone Age drawings, is named Riwoche for its home region in Tibet.

October satellite photographs show the recent rapid deterioration of the earth’s ozone layer above Antarctica. Pollutants produced mostly by the U.S. cause the hole in the atmosphere’s protective layer to increase to the size of Europe.

New virtual reality comes in a handy travel size with Nintendo’s latest, Virtual Boy, a portable 3-D video-game system with stereophonic sound.

New research shows that the meat-eating Tyrannosaurus rex did not loom upright, but stalked along lower to the ground. The discovery is reflected in the reopened exhibits of the famed dinosaur halls of New York’s American Museum of Natural History after three years of redesign.
Already well known for her appearances in Aerosmith music videos, 19-year-old Alicia Silverstone achieves stardom with the 1995 summer movie hit "Clueless."

Millions of Americans tune in to Martha Stewart's TV show, subscribe to her magazine, and read her books. The popular cooking and home-decorating entrepreneur builds an empire by packaging a distinctive American nostalgic style.

With $150,000 saved during her 75 hardworking years as a washawoman, Oseola McCarty establishes a scholarship fund for African-American students at the University of Southern Mississippi. For her selflessness, she is awarded the Presidential Citizens Medal.


Hot actor Antonio Banderas falls in love with another screen sex-symbol Melanie Griffith during the filming of "Two Much." Banderas will co-star with Madonna in the film version of "Evita" and will star in Steven Spielberg-produced "Zorro."

Seventies superstar John Travolta's motion-picture comeback in the 1994 hit "Pulp Fiction" continues with starring roles in "Get Shorty" and "Broken Arrow."

Sandra Bullock follows up her star-making role in "Speed" with the gentle romance "While You Were Sleeping." Bullock's fresh, wholesome image earns her an "Entertainer of the Year" nomination from "Entertainment Weekly" magazine.
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America is disappointed in its high hopes for Colin Powell's 1996 presidential candidacy. At the close of his whirlwind book tour for My American Journey, the General and his wife Alma announce in November that he will not seek the Republican nomination.

Stand-up comic and sitcom star Ellen DeGeneres makes the best-seller list with her book My Point...And I Do Have One.

Calvin Klein's provocative CK Jeans campaign causes an uproar in August, bringing nasty headlines, threats of retailer boycotts and an FBI investigation. The scandal only seems to help sales.

Michael Jackson and Lisa Marie Presley announce their divorce almost a year after their surprise marriage. The tabloids have a field day speculating about the reasons for the marriage (was it a cold-hearted career move?) as well as the causes for the break-up (was he after Elvis' fortune?).

Breaking the Surface, the autobiography of Greg Louganis, former U.S. Olympic gold-medal diver who revealed earlier that he has AIDS, debuts at No. 2 on the best-seller list.

Popcorn magnate Orville Redenbacher, who transformed popping corn into a gourmet item, dies on September 19 from heart failure.

Two Chinese women set a new Guinness world record in November by living in a room for 12 days with 888 poisonous snakes. The previous world record, set in Singapore in 1987, was 10 days with 200 snakes.

John F. Kennedy, Jr., is cofounder and editor-in-chief of George, a glossy new magazine covering American politics. He continues his life by the press, Kennedy joins their ranks, contributing a feature interview to each issue.
**Batman Forever**, with Val Kilmer in the title role and Chris O’Donnell as Robin, becomes the third Batman movie and the summer’s top-grossing film.

After an unpromising start, Conan O’Brien quietly gains popularity as host of NBC’s “Late Night,” a slot previously filled by David Letterman. Letterman’s current show on CBS slowly loses viewers.

Whitney Houston stars in the December film release, *Waiting to Exhale*, adapted from Terry McMillan’s best-selling novel about the lives of four middle-class African-American women. Houston sings the title song for the movie soundtrack, which enjoys brisk sales.

Denzel Washington, critically acclaimed for his performances in films *Crimson Tide* and *Devil in a Blue Dress*, receives highest praise from the City of Los Angeles, which honors him with the Martin Luther King, Jr., Award for his philanthropic work on behalf of children.

Although ABC cancels her TV series “My So-Called Life,” 17-year-old Claire Danes hits the big screen in *How to Make an American Quilt*, *To Gillian on Her 37th Birthday*, and *Romeo and Juliet* with Leonardo DiCaprio as her co-star.

In the suspense-thriller *Seven*, heartthrob Brad Pitt attracts a wide male audience with his performance as a detective on the trail of a serial killer whose murders are based on the seven deadly sins.

Three 1995 movies bring Jane Austen classics to the silver screen: *Clueless*, based on Austen’s novel *Emma*, and *Sense and Sensibility*.

Disney Pictures continues its line of animated blockbusters with the Native American legend Pocahontas. The picture previews in New York’s Central Park to an outdoor audience of 200,000.
NBC's hospital drama "E.R." continues to draw high ratings throughout 1995 thanks to its dramatic realism and the appeal of handsome George Clooney (middle right), supermodel Cindy Crawford's latest date.

"Toy Story" is the world's first entirely computer-animated film. Released by Disney during the Christmas season, it features the voices of Tom Hanks, Tim Allen, and Don Rickles.

MTV introduces "Singled Out," an over-the-top dating game show where contestants ask random, pointless questions of a crowd of suitors, sight unseen, until the zany answers have eliminated all but that one perfect love match.

According to a Roper Youth Poll, the two hottest TV shows among teens this season are the daytime soap "Days of Our Lives" and the evening soap "Melrose Place."

"The Jon Stewart Show," a late-night talk show aimed at Generation X, fails to catch on. During the final taping, host Stewart says, "To all those people who said my show wouldn't last, I have only one thing to say. Good call."

Devoted fans will not be denied another season of NBC's sitcom "Seinfeld" after all. Creator Jerry Seinfeld decides to keep his "show about nothing" going for an eighth season.
International soccer star Michelle Akers, world's top woman player, leads the U.S. women's soccer team to a 2-1 sudden-death victory over Norway in the U.S. Cup title game in August.

Jeff Gordon, 24, dominates the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing's Winston Cup, winning 7 of NASCAR's 31 races and earning $4.3 million in 1995, a record for the sport.

The University of Nebraska demolishes the University of Florida, 62-24, in the 1996 Fiesta Bowl to win their second consecutive national college football title and cap Cornhuskers coach Tom Osborne's 23rd season.

The New Jersey Devils win the National Hockey League's Stanley Cup, beating the heavily favored Detroit Red Wings in four straight games.

The most controversial moves are off the field this season as the Cleveland Browns NFL franchise announces its move to Baltimore and the Houston Oilers announce their move to Nashville.

In May 1995, Peter Blake's Team New Zealand in "Black Magic 1" defeats Dennis Conner's team in "Young America" in the first 5-0 sweep in the 144-year history of the America's Cup.

In Super Bowl XXX, the heavily favored Dallas Cowboys beat the Pittsburgh Steelers 27-17. Dallas cornerback Larry Brown ices the game for the Cowboys with the second of his two interceptions, and is named MVP for his heroics.

Twenty-one-year-old tennis champ Monica Seles, returning to competitive play two years after being stabbed at a tournament in Germany, wins the 1995 Australian Open.

Hall-of-Famer Mickey Mantle, a switch-hitter and one of the great sluggers in baseball history, dies of cancer on August 13. Mantle hit 536 home runs in his 18-year career and compiled a lifetime batting average of .288.
The Atlanta Braves edge the Cleveland Indians 1-0 in game six to win the World Series on October 28. Closing pitcher Mark Wohlers leaps for joy.

For a record fifth straight time, Miguel Indurain of Spain wins the 22-day, 2,270-mile Tour de France, the world's premier bicycle race. On the 15th day of the race, Italian road-race champ Fabio Casartelli is killed in a seven-man crash.

In September, Baltimore Orioles shortstop Cal Ripkin, Jr., achieves a record-setting 2,131 consecutive games.

Known for his temperamental personality, his many tattoos and his aggressive playing style, basketball center Dennis Rodman (61) debuts with the Chicago Bulls after his trade from the San Antonio Spurs.

Betsy King wins her 30th tournament on June 25 and gains entry to the Ladies Professional Golf Association's Hall of Fame, one of the most difficult attainments in sports.

Quarterback Dan Marino of the Miami Dolphins sets four lifetime passing records during the 1995 football season: 47,003 yards, 342 touchdowns, 3,686 completions and 6,467 attempts. He announces a return to basketball in January 1996.

Johnson retired in 1991 when he discovered he was HIV positive.

Master of the sinking fastball and still learning to speak English, L.A. Dodgers pitcher Hideo Nomo, formerly with the Kintetsu Buffaloes in Japan, is named Rookie of the Year. Nomo is the second Japan-born player to join the U.S. major leagues, and the first All-Star.

German tennis star Steffi Graf, who won three of five Grand Slam titles in 1995, ends the professional tennis season ranked number one in the world.

National Basketball Association referees strike against the league for much of the autumn. Fill-in officials spark complaints of substandard refereeing.

The National Basketball Association fines the Chicago Bulls $25,000 when Michael Jordan wears his previously retired number 23 jersey for luck during championship playoffs against the Orlando Magic in May 1995.

Former L.A. Lakers point guard Earvin "Magic" Johnson announces a return to basketball in January 1996.

In his first fight in four years, former world heavyweight champ Mike Tyson dispatches of challenger Peter McNeeley in 89 seconds. Tyson, who in March finished a three-year jail term for a rape conviction, earns $25 million for the August boxing match.

Pete Sampras, winner of the 1995 men's singles championships at Wimbledon and the U.S. Open, ends the professional tennis season with a number-one world ranking.

The Northwestern University Wildcats—long a gridiron laughingstock—pile up ten victories in 1995 and go to the Rose Bowl for the first time since 1949.

National Basketball Association referees strike against the league for much of the autumn. Fill-in officials spark complaints of substandard refereeing.

Quarterback Dan Marino of the Miami Dolphins sets four lifetime passing records during the 1995 football season: 47,003 yards, 342 touchdowns, 3,686 completions and 6,467 attempts.
The most recent fad in purses takes the form of small backpacks. Designer water spreads to the pet world. Doting pet owners buy tune-flavored bottled water for Fluffy and beef-flavored bottled water for Spot.

Americans consume culture and history as attendance at America's 8,000 museums climbs to 600 million people per year, more than movie, theater, and sports attendance combined.

Logo-wear reaches a new level of sophistication. Among the reigning makers of athletic wear, only Nike can spark recognition without the use of its name.

Taking her place among controversial talk-show hosts as the "Oprah for the junior set," Ricki Lake speaks to such concerns as, "Mom, when my boyfriend gets out of jail, I'm taking him back."

The angel message of "fear not" strikes a deep chord with Americans' yearning for spiritual growth and comfort in a stressful time. People enjoy angel collectibles, angel sites on the Internet, and angel books and magazines.

"Some pretty cool people drink milk" is the message carried by a high-profile ad campaign featuring a raft of popular celebrities, sporting a white upper lip on behalf of the healthy beverage. The milk-moustache effect is created with latex, a rubber-based paint.

Diners are treated to variations on theme cafes, as Hard Rock Cafe is joined by Fashion Cafe, Planet Hollywood, Harley-Davidson Cafe, and London's Cyberia Cafe where patrons sip coffee and surf the Internet.

Young people continue to follow the wide-leg jeans trend, forsaking tight jeans for a loose baggy fit.

The tattoo craze leads to some regrets, but recent laser developments keep people from being marked for life. Pulsed laser light, a different wavelength for each color in the tattoo, removes pigment without leaving scars.
The faculty here at CHS are our everyday heroes. Their jobs go far beyond teaching academics; from our teachers we get advice, help with independent projects, and most importantly, support. Our faculty have counseled numerous students through some of the hardest, most awkward years of a person’s life. There is always someone there; someone to whom we can turn to for help on anything from schoolwork to personal problems. With our new principal, Mr. Meidell, and our three deans Mr. Battle, Mr. Doherty, and Mr. Thomas, CHS has undergone many changes. But these men have proven themselves the kind of role models that we need. They have set a fine example of leadership for both faculty and students alike, and as such deserve our thanks. It is these men and their staff who compose our own group of everyday heroes.
Viki DeMita
Secretary to the Principal

Donna Hibbard
Secretary/Receptionist

Stephen Meidell
Principal

Dee Sullivan
Data Processing

Dolores McAdam
Registrar

Bea Lennox
Career Center

Nancy Swain
Nurse

Diane Van Buren
L.P.N.

Dr. Daniel Rosa
School Psychologist
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William Eang  
*Practical Arts*

Thomas Gallagher  
*Mathematics*

Sandra Heinicke  
*Physical Education*

Ellen Shields  
*Special Education*
“Bonjour, Babydoll!”

Candid

Ms. Conrad rushes off to another important Lion meeting.

Camera!

“Statue of Liberty? No, it’s Mrs. Christman!”

“What a cute couple!”

J. K. feels the power of the Magic Pumpkin!
Activities

A hero is defined not only in terms of who he is, but also by what he does. Activities - from the arts, to community service, to academic pursuits - all offer the opportunity for the curious and the hardworking to excel in various disciplines. Each club has a specific purpose, and each helps to define the hero in a different way. By looking to role models such as Pablo Picasso, Steven Spielberg, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Albert Einstein, Paul Newman, and the many quoted in the upcoming pages, who have excelled in their own fields, the heroes of tomorrow are given the inspiration to try. What is learned on the path to success is, after all, more important than the goal itself. The effort that is put into these activities is what truly molds people into heroes.
“Our quilt kicked butt!”
-Kate Crane
‘96

Our fearless leaders: Mrs. Coffey and Mrs. Swierzbina

Class of 1996 Representatives: Connie Adams, Joy Allen, Tov Beke-Hauteris, Erika Black, Amy Boudrow, Andrea Burke, Alison Burt, Amy Byrom, Khara Campbell, Scott Campbell, Mike Costa, Kate Crane, David Crow, Danielle Demers, Sarah Dubner, Danielle Ferry, Jenn Fleming, Allison Govoni, Nikki Hubbard, Ben Hyatt, Scott Johnson, Jessica Kaplan, Anna Johnson, Jessica Kaplan, Liz Kelber, Courtney Leary, Mark Lin, Brian McHugh, Cathy McCormick, Jodie Medicus, Jessica Peters, Beth Pepolokis, Eva Price, Lisa Quinn, Melinda Sandler, Debbie Sheehan, Dianna Lee Shepard, Chris Steiling, Meaghan Sullivan, Marnie Thompson, Julie Totten, Meredith Yetsko

No, we are not going to name the Holiday Dance “It's a Wonderful Cafe.”

Eva and Deb show their class spirit.

Lead us to the promised land, boys.

I need to ask you a favor...
Class of 1997 Representatives:
Dave Anderson, Carolyn Bleck, Adam Costa, Jess Fielding, Kerry Gardner, Jen Hardy, Jen Harrington, Kristen Horndahl, Erica Meidell, Katie Morrison, Elizabeth Moy, Rachel O'Reilly, Jill Phillips, Jon Steinmen, Katie Sullivan, Meri White, Kara Wilson

Class of 1998 Representatives:
Mario Ayapan, Melissa Bator, Steve Boss, Brett Holladay, Steve Ingles, Fred Marcks, Katy Organ, Amee Shah, Reena Shah

Class of 1999 Representatives:
Laura Azzalina, Kristen Bano, Lindsay Burt, Cegun Chan, Kristen Craig, Brandi Dobbins, Kristen Higgins, Mary Ellen Kastrinakis, Nadia Kattan, Angela Killrea, Kerin Mamalis, Jessica Moreno, Meghan Palmer

"At least we didn't tear down our own signs at the pep rally."
-Meghan Palmer '99

"The first days are the hardest days, don't you worry anymore."
-Grateful Dead

"Dreams can come true..."
-Melissa Bator '98
"Peer tutoring has left me a sense of accomplishment for being able to pass the torch of knowledge and wisdom from one student to another."

-Scott Johnson '96


Congratulations, girls! You've just been inducted into the National Honor Society. What are you going to do now?

"The scholar is the student of the world."

-Emerson

Who, me? Take the SATs?
Never!

Smile, Eric. You're on the Yearbook camera.

Kate and Dianna prove that you can have brains and beauty at the same time.
French Honor Society members: Khara Campbell, Fonda Chen, Lauren Comeau, Timothy Cormier, Bren Dinatale, Jon Gibson, Vivian Hou, Elizabeth Keane, Alex Kelly, Chris Klick, Hong Van Le, Maureen Long, Megan Mamalis, Brian Marcarelle, Arjun Masarkar, Jessica McSheehy, Beth Maloney, Jennifer Murray, Kristin Oll, Nirlep Patel, Brian Petro-Roy, Alissa Reszel, Kristin Rocket, Melinda Sandier, Joseph Sevigny, Dianna Shepard, Hillary Silva, Chris Stobbe, Dimitri Varnazis, Rebekah Wright, Sarah Wright.

Robynne: Secretary of the Spanish Honor Society and loving friend.


"Une Personne qui parle deux langues en veut deux."
-Christopher Klick, '96

"Que pasa calabaza?"
-Meghann Donahue, '96

Activities 135
“Student Council has been a way for me to meet other leaders from all over MA and the U.S.”
- Victoria Groves ‘96

Student Council members: Jared Alessandroni, Jenn Andrade, Laura Azzalini, Tina Bains, Kristen Bano, Melissa Bator, Cesare Chan, Katie Crawford, Adam DeYoung, Jared Eiscannan, Shari Fermahan, Jen Flemming, Lyndsey Gibson, Vicki Groves, Lauren Hanaford, Jen Hardy, Kristen Higgins, Brett Holladay, Mary Ellen Kastrinakis, Nadia Kattan, Katie Mahoney, Sera Malleite, Dori Michael, Erik Olsson, Katie Organ, Reena Shah, Kara Seghigian, Sharon Sousa, Debbie Terrace, Rachel Terrace, Kerri Tuna, Kristine Wasrak, Beth Wozin

“The deeds of the leader shall live, and the hard-won glory of his exploits.”
-Ovid

“D-E-C-A, Johnny K and DECA all the way!”
-Joanna Jones ‘96

DECA Members: David Anderson, Scott Barrett, Kerri Bencze, Chris Berlingine, Kevin Beouy, Andrea Berke, Bryan Cantina, Brian Carver, Barry Clegg, Sarah Cowette, Cathy Cushing, Jim Divis, Ellen Dunn, Jeff Dupas, Keri Dunfat, Paul Eashbus, Shari Fairman, Michael Finnegar, Jen Flemming, Melissa Freeman, Kerry Gardner, Laura Gattigian, Todd Griffith, Vicki Groves, Julie Guardianti, Tara Hajar, Jan Harrington, Michelle Hibbard, Mark Hogan, Kristen Hoviliad, Nicole Hubbard, Ben Hyatt, Brian Hegre, Mike Janest, Chris Jenkins, Joanna Jones, Dan Kaig, Lori Kalber, Brad Kelly, Nicholas Kelly, Kell Knaud, Liz Lattiva, Stiah Loe, Danielle Luce, Bill Macdonald, Robyn Magee, Jim Maravelas, Brian Mancini, Carlo Martingli, Hilary Mason, Andy McCabe, Lori McCormick, Dave McEvoy, Maura McManus, Jodi Masiti, Bryan McCvally, Beth Mckay, Katie Morrison, Rebecca Moret, Erik Olsson, Rachel O’Kelly, Alana Pappas, Jill Phillips, Shannon Pollar, Evi Price, Lisa Quin, Kevin Reeves, Dave Robinson, John Rollins, Vicky Scardan, Anne Shub, Debra Sheehan, Melissa Silk, Jenny Sine, Kevin Sinuisky, Bill Smith, Rudy Stollmann, Nick Strommeren, Maghan Sulvyn, Matt Tevlin, Christina Tundkko, Heather Turel, Yosina Ture, Dave Walsh, Matt White, Jen Willis, Kara Wilson, Sarah Wilson

Bill, Deb, and Lora take a break from pre-game warmups to smile for the camera
Outing Club

Outing Club: Melissa Razer, Carolyn Black, Brendan Celnin, Dave Crow, Robynne DeCaprio, Jenn Dejesus, Jenn Fleming, John Fyten, John Gontan, Dave Hagel, Jen Harrington, Ross Holt, Kristin Hordahl, Jessica Hosman, Anna Haak-Koss, Tamar Jekhavian, Anna Johnson, Lisa Keaton, Eric Major, Megan Mamalis, Carla Marqugh, Maura McMammon, Emily Molinary, Alissa Moyer, Jen Murray, Megan Nichols, Melissa Nickeron, Manta Papanderson, June Perrillo, Eva Price, Jenn Rheem, Chris Seneta, Jacqueline Smith, Karolin Sullivan, Jill Tregaskis, Chip Yacovides, Kerrie Tura, Nate Whiting, Danielle Wiesten, Sarah Wilkinson, Tricia Woolard, Chris Wu, Meredith Yersko

Andrea waits patiently as the boys set up her tent.

"It is always the adventurers who accomplish great things."
- Montesquieu

"All I know is that I'm not bringing 10 lbs. of shredded mozzarella cheese to Carter Hut this year!"
- Chris Seneta '96

The group.

The girls are having fun in the sun at the Cape.

Bill- how big was that fish you caught again?

Pat, Joy, and Amy rest up for a long night ahead of them.
“We’re trying to get our message across because we want to educate people about what alcohol can do when improperly used.”

- Jackie Geoffroy ‘98

“I like cheering up people in hospitals.”

- Katie Sullivan ‘97

“The most important goal of Thomas Jefferson Forum is to bring a smile to someone’s face.”

- Hong Van Le ‘96
After the verb "To Love," "To Help" is the most beautiful verb in the word."

-Baroness von Suttner

T.J. Forum volunteers its time while SEARCH make valentine tray favors.

Lots of pretty girls with lots of sharp scissors...

Ms. Altobello gives instructions for perfect tray favors.

The patients appreciate T.J. Forum's visit, while Kerry and Rachel take a break from the SEARCH meeting.
"I am so glad I had the chance to live and study in another country. Interculturalism is beneficial to the betterment of our world."
-Dan Mullen '96

"The model United Nations sessions are a great way to discuss world issues with kids that are actually from other parts of the planet."
-Dimitri Varmazis '96

A.F.S.: Jason Allberg, Jenn Andrade, Anne Barrois, Ines Bleck, Crystal Bown, Grace Chang, Fonda Chen, Linda Chen, Jay Clinton, Alex Comeau, Sean Delaney, Kelly Flynn, Toni Grasso, Armen Heginian, Kate Hill, Samantha Hill, Brett Holladay, Rob Kilgore, B.J. Lundy, Domenic Locapo, Danielle Luce, Katie Mahoney, Jessica Moreno, Colleen Mullen, Daniel Mullen, Maria Pini, Diane Potter, Anjali Ramachandran, John Rollins, Kerry Russo, Vicki Scarmans, Ameer Shah, Jacob Silva, Sumana Sureshbabu, Billy Taylor, Debbie Terrace, Rachel Terrace, Tiffany Trahan, Heather Turay, Leanne Weis, Matthew Weis, Beth Wobin, Yuan Xu

International Relations: Member list unavailable.

Sarah and Jeffrey go nuts for Model U.N.

Dan shows us his A.F.S. souvenirs.

"We do not covet anything from any nation except their respect."
-Winston Churchill
The Voice

"The Voice is an important part of the Chelmsford High School Community, and it makes me feel good to be a part of it."
- John McCoy ’96

Mosaics

"Mosaics is a magical, disappearing castle in the sky. We’re working on rebuilding its foundations. ‘Someday’ seems to be our motto. Yeah, someday."
-Melissa Eckhardt ’96

"Poetry is a way of taking life by the throat."
-Robert Frost

Chris takes out his inner frustrations.

Your teeth would be this white if you were in Mosaics too.
"Through Theater Guild I’ve made lasting friendships and have improved my confidence, but greatest of all are my wonderful memories of all our shows."

- Eva Price '96

Sarah searches and searches for her monologue in the Spanish-English Dictionary.

What a cutie.

Beth shines in the spotlight.

Jeff entices the girls while waiting to audition.

Eva-with her men.

Michael gives us his most convincing smile.

"Look at how nicely I tied that string on the door hinge."

"The theater is both the cliffhanger and the phoenix of the arts. Its swoons are deceptive. No gadget wired for sound or sight or ptomaine will ever subdue it."

-Richard Maney

Sarah and Marni strike a pose.

Chris gives John a lift to the door.

Jen and Melissa try to catch the first glimpse of the new cast list.

Activities
“You get to learn a lot with your friends about T.V. productions.”
-Joey Picard ’96

T.V. Club: Member list unavailable.

Becky films Eva interviewing Meredith about her twirling skills.

We are just as excited as Chris about this photo.

“I hate television. I hate it as much as peanuts. But I can’t stop eating peanuts.”
-Orson Welles

The T.V. Club in action.
Matt and George look in awe at the two beautiful girls cartwheeling on the field.

Matt rejoices that all of the instruments still play in the rain.

Look at the feet in front of you, boys.

The sax section is moved to break into a rousing rendition of “My Sharona.”
"What would the clarinet section be without all six Jenns?"
-Jenny Jefferson '96

"These guys are the hippest, most swingin'est cats ever to play a 2-5-1."
-George Arsenault
Matt Sexauer
Anna Johnson '96

Jazz Band: Brian Acheson, George Arsenault, Melissa Consalvo, Michael Costa, Matt Crawford, Russ Heines, Anna Johnson, Chris Klick, Laura Kluga, Alissa Ressel, Matt Sexauer

The boys show us how to use their booming brass horns.

The woodwins serenade their music stands.
Symphony Orchestra: Member list unavailable.

Chamber Orchestra: Leeann Atkinson, Deborah Bishove, Daniel Carr, Cergeon Chan, Luke Chao, Patrick Fei, Jodie Gilfeather, John Ho, Angela Killelea, Chris Klick, Elaine Kuo, Meghan Mamalis, Elizabeth Pariseau, Alissa Ressel, Kyle Thompson, Joan Vancorbach, Sara Weiner, Dorothy Wu, Jennifer Yu

"An opportunity to expand, demonstrate, and reflect."
-Daniel Carr '96

"It has been a great and sometimes challenging experience that has helped me prepare for any future involvement in the field of music."
-Jodie Gilfeather '97

"Music and rhythm find their way into the secret places of the soul."
-Plato

Laura and John show us their trumpet prowess.

Goober joins the Brass Ensemble.
"Concert Choir is a great place to get together with others who share the common interest of music and singing. Plus, you get to sing really neat songs."

-Erika Black '96

"The trouble with Treble..."

-Sarah Dubner '96

"It has been a great experience for me. I enjoy performing with this group and it has prepared me for musical studies in college."

-Amy Boudrow '96

Concert Choir: Dawn Allen, Jennifer Andrada, Laura Azzalina, Kristin Bato, Anne Barnos, Erika Black, Staurusa Berto, Keith Boennemiller, Amy Boudrow, Rebecca Bloomberg, Seth Brooks, Andrea Burke, Michael Caruana, Carolyn Chamberlain, Kerry Claremont, Jason Clinton, Melissa Consalvo, Michael Costa, Matthew Crawford, Red Curry, Leanne Decina, Adam DeYoung, Jen Dall, Melissa Esseman, Jared Esseman, Kelly Flynn, Sarah Flynn, Rebecca Friedman, Lisa Gibson, Laura Held, Stacey Herson, Tanya Herson, Jennifer Hill, Kathryn Hill, Nadia Katten, Nga Kha, Mert Kelemen, Robert Kiefer, Julie Linahan, Julie Lisavich, Jessica Loyett, Andrew Manone, Rebecca Marques, Joe Martin, Janie Milley, Jane Morris, Kathryn Organ, Jena Paolilli, Elizabeth Parisseau, Emily Parison, Jennifer Perry, Eva Price, Brandie Quinlan, Mike Redor, Kristen Rockett, Dianna Sachs, Melissa Santill, Laura Shields, Mark Thompson, Chisantima Songwe, Tobias, Jennifer Weinbeck, Scott Wilson

Treble Choir: Joy Allen, Erika Black, Amy Boudrow, Andrea Burke, Melissa Consalvo, Kathleen Coughlin, Sarah Dubner, Melissa Eisenmann, Rebecca Friedman, Lisa Gibson, Laura Held, Tanya Herson, Anna Johnson, Laura Kampas, Julie Linchan, Rebecca Marques, Jessica McSheehy, Kim Nakamoto, Jena Paolilli, Elizabeth Parisseau, Brandie Quinlan, Alissa Ressel, Janelle Rockett, Kristin Rockett, Dianna Sachs, Jennifer Weinbeck, Rebekah Wright

Vocal Jazz Ensemble: George Arsenault, Amy Boudrow, Andrea Burke, Michael Costa, Matt Crawford, Adam DeYoung, Anna Johnson, Elizabeth Keane, Scott Wilson
Mr. Rondina and the Vocal Jazz Ensemble show us how it’s done.

Open wide!

Amy sings “Schindler’s List” with feeling.

Treble Choir waits for their cue.

“**The language of tones belongs equally to all mankind, and melody is the absolute language in which the musician speaks to every heart.**”

-Richard Wagner
“Barbie must have been on a Math Team.”
-Alissa Ressel
’96

Math Team: Pranav Anand, David Deremer, Patrick Fei, John Ho, Vivian Hsu, Michael Karsh, David Kattan, Alex Kelly, Chris Klick, Hong Van Le, Maureen Long, Megan Mamalis, Arjan Masurkar, Gaurav Nath, Alissa Ressel, Kristy Salisbury, Reena Shah, Michael Torrice, Jenn Turco, Phil Wang, Joyce Wong, Dorothy Wu, Phillip Yu, Jen Yu

“C.M.L. is life. The rest is just algebra.”
-Chris David
’96


“We always go where we aren’t supposed to.”
-Kevin Papenfuss
’96

It's C.M.L. or nothing, Vivian.

Don't look!

Ishan the expert.

Scott and Jen show what C.M.L. means to them.

"If you can't convince them, confuse them."
-Harry S. Truman
"If all else fails, use duct tape."
- Julie Lisavich '96

O.M. Members: Jared Alessandroni, George Arsenault, Karen Bell, Heather Blown, Laura Burt, Amy Casteliot, Genevieve Casteliot, Matt Crawford, Mike Costa, Tracy Dennett, Jessica Dockendorff, Laura Dominy, Bryan Gardner, John Gates, Jen Hardy, Tanya Heron, Kristen Higgins, Johnny Ho, Alex Jordan, Laura Kampa, Marc Le Maire, Amy Lisavich, Julie Lisavich, Megan Mamalis, Sean McCarthy, Rachel Melamed, Samantha Melamed, Kim Nakamoto, Chris Price, Alyssa Ressel, Ted Rines, John Rollins, Dianna Sachs, Jeffrey Sachs, Chris Seneta, Alana Simonitis, Brad Sullivan, Chris Stalbo, Mike Torrice, Will Wood.

Under the sea with O.M.

Only in O.M. can toys come alive.

"Imagination is the air of the mind."
- P.J. Bailey
Get down and boogie!

Omers jazzing it up!

Proof that Omers travel in packs.

Julie and Kristin are hard at work.

Role Playing Club: Jeff Albert, Darius Bevis, David Carey, Jonathan Decelles, Jonathan Dunaj, Dan Ellingson, Mike Hervits, Mike Irons, Alex Jordan, Mike Luhrs, Paul Martin, Sean McCarthy, Matt Morency, Tony Paolilli, Craig Perko, Ben Powers, Joe Rogers

"It has provided a chance to be involved with other people who have similar hobbies and preferences."
- Anthony Paolilli '98
"It gives me a chance to use skills that I can't use in the classroom."
-Kim Nakamoto '97

Art Club: Member list unavailable.

Surprised, Amy?

"Every artist dips his brush in his own soul, and paints his own nature into his pictures."
-Henry Ward Beecher
More important than building physical strength and stamina, sports serve to teach the merits of good sportsmanship. They are also important in establishing lifelong friendships, and in challenging players to overcome both mental and physical obstacles. Athletes have many larger-than-life heroes to look up to, such as Bobby Orr, Mo Vaughn, Larry Bird, Drew Bledsoe, Mary Lou Retton and many others who are listed along the bottoms of the sports pages. These role-models prove to us that our goals are attainable. In the process of becoming true heroes, players realize that it is not the game that really matters. Rather, it is what they learned in playing it that makes them heroes.
FOOTBALL

FIRST ROW: N LINSTAD, J BILODEAU, K KEIMIG, K KINNEY, B THERRIEN, M LANTANGE, A PAJAK, N BRINK, M CAITO, C FINNEGAN, P HARRINGTON, B HERMANCE
SECOND ROW: T LEWIS, R DEROA, C GEPHARDT, D MULLEN, M LOSINNO, M FREDETTE, C STEILING, M COSTA, J GONTARZ, P TREMBLAY, M GILL
THIRD ROW: G RIDEOUT, B HALEY, D JI, BRIAN MYKO, TIM DOLAN, J BENOIT, A CLINE, M KENDRICK, J VILLENEUE, P URBAN, C ERHARTIC, J SANFORD
FOURTH ROW: B NORMANDIN, B TURA, D WALSH, T CALLELY, A LOCAPO, J HEROUX, M WHOLEY, S PAJER, K SINAUSKY, P EXARCHOS, L DISTASI
FIFTH ROW: T MCDONALD, J RIDEOUT, A SULLIVAN, T ZANNI, B ROWSELL, T KEOHANE, N HESLIN, M BERTOLAMI, K RONDEAU, M ZABEIRK, M DEVITO, N ANDEROPOULOUS
SIXTH ROW: J DESLOGES, T LITTLEFIELD, R RICH, G RAVANIS, C MULLIN, C COYNE, A APOSTOLOS, C PHelan, M BURNE, F FRANCIONE, B ROY, K KIVLAN, P SHAW
SEVENTH ROW: A SMITH, A HAWKING, J BOROWSKI, M GEARIN, J BROTHERS, M BUONO, D LOCAPO, R BROWN, A URBAN, B SILVIO, A BARRY, S WRIGHT, E WILLIAMS

"Chelmsford High's tradition of excellence in football isn’t constructed on beauty, but on toughness, on willpower, and intensity so strong that dreams become reality when they could just as easily become nightmares. The Lions always enter the season as the team to beat, and continually live up to their advance billing." - The Lowell Sun

LAWRENCE TAYLOR    BARRY SANDERS    DEION SANDERS    BRUCE SMITH
Scoreboard

Methuen 35 0
Brockton 51 26
Lowell 26 27
Tewksbury 27 28
Central 20 0
Haverhill 24 21
Andover 24 25
Xaverian 40 38
Dracut 34 14
Billerica 6 27

The 1995 Chelmsford Football team knew going into the season that they were going up against the hardest schedule in the history of the program. The schedule included Division One power houses Brockton and Xaverian.

The scoreboard shows that if it weren’t for three points, we would have been a one loss team and perhaps MVC champs. However, luck didn’t blow PAT’s way several times.

I think this season has prepared us for the future with all the ups and downs we faced this season it has prepared us for failures and victories we will come in contact with as well as the defeats we will see. We all became very close friends and faced some hard times together but we wouldn’t have changed it for the world.
Sandra Forcier led the team into the state tournament.

Senior Steph Lis sacrifices the body.

Lora's leadership proved invaluable this season.

ROW ONE: S LIS, H SWIMM, S FORCIER, L MCCORMACK
ROW TWO: D LUCE, T WOOLARD, H TURAY, J FIELDING, S MUMBY, J SIME, J DEJESUS
ROW THREE: COACH DEFILIPPO, J BRODIE, A LIGUORI, K VANDERBULCKE, K DOWLING, C MULLEN, COACH ROBILLARD

JEN ERICKSON    DONNA SULLIVAN    KATHLEEN GILLIS
Heather Swimm’s skill and size helped Chelmsford dominate many opponents.

**SCOREBOARD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Paul’s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Quincy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnstable</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIRST PLACE MVC**

|        | 15-5-0 |

**Champs Again**

Earning respect from hard work rather than reputation; that’s what the girls volleyball team learned to do this year. Coming into the season, the girls knew that they had their work cut out for them. Area coaches and players looked at the perennial powerhouse and had written them off for the 1995 season as “too young”, “unexperienced”, “untrained”, and on the road to an “off season.”

These skeptics soon learned to never count out the coaching abilities of Dana DeFilippo and Karen LoCoco, who showed up to practice everyday ready to face the challenge of rising the girls up to compete with this years MVC powerhouses. And rise up they did, tearing through the competition to an undefeated record at season’s midpoint. Gutsy play from defensive specialists Stephanie Lis, Sandra Forcier, Jackie Brodie, Jess Fielding, Jenn DeJesus, and Tiffany Trahan kept the ball in play while the opposition hammered away. They had help from the “wall” of middle blockers in Heather Swimm, Kim Vanderbulcke, Katie Dowling, and Liz Drake. Providing the offensive weaponry were juniors Susan Mumby and Heather Turay, who worked like a well oiled machine, Setters Lora McCormack, Tricia Woolard, Colleen Mullen, and Jenny Sime ran the offense game after game. The team was captained by McCormack and Mumby, and masterfully managed by Danielle Luce.

When the season had come to an end, and the girls had time to reflect, they saw fifteen hard fought victories, five heartbreaking losses, and a sparkling MVC Championship plaque. Not once did the team turn their backs on the pressure or succumb to the overwhelming adversity they faced. Perhaps Tom Petty put it best when he sang “In a world that keeps pushing me around, I won’t back down.”

-Lora McCormack

* The seniors would like to wish the teams of the future nothing but success.

Karen Bell races to another strong finish.

The girls cheer on the boys before their race.

KAREN BARBARA STACEY KEANE KERRY WHITE KARA BEAUCHESNE

Aidyl Mayol and Jen Trembley pace each other for another long race.
SENIORS LIB, JEN, MEGAN, AND ERICA ARE ALL EXCITED TO GO FOR A RUN.

Stacia Smith is one of the most dependable runners they have.

SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM</th>
<th>TEWKSBURY</th>
<th>HAVENHILL</th>
<th>DRACUT</th>
<th>BILLERICA</th>
<th>BROCKTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>31 25</td>
<td>35 20</td>
<td>15 48</td>
<td>20 37</td>
<td>25 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opponent</td>
<td>METHUEN</td>
<td>LAWRENCE</td>
<td>LOWELL</td>
<td>ANDOVER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>25 34</td>
<td>20 35</td>
<td>29 28</td>
<td>29 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5-4

Best Effort

The cross-country season in nineteen hundred ninety-five, brought us losses of four and victories of five.

The team was led by captains Meg, Erica, and Jen, and happy Jack Lang, coaching again. Every meet we found everyone trying their best, and Wednesday each week aiming to beat out the rest.

Ivers, Stoner and Helena, the toughest three freshmen, were always determined and were a welcome addition.

Katie and Laura Domey were a happy running pair, and next year Karen and Keaner have a captaining to share.

The seniors' cross-country seasons are over once and for all, and they will not be running for CHS next fall. But always in our minds are the memories we share, of the 2.9 mile course and the friends we made there.

So, good luck, girls, on you the cross-country future depends, and always run hard, run happy, and the hills are your friends.

DANIELLE BARTHOLEM EW  JEN LONG

Girls' Cross Country
BOYS' CROSS COUNTRY

Steve Wright shows speed and endurance.

FIRST ROW: COACH JIM DURKIN, B EASTWOOD, D WELCH, N PATEL, D DICKISON, D VARMAZIS, R CARTER SECOND ROW: K CURTIN, S WRIGHT, S RIVARD, M TURCO THIRD ROW: B HOLLADAY, J ANDREWS, S MCCARTHY, D HAGEL, P WALSH

MIKE MARCHAND OWEN EVANS JEFF MAYCOCK

Jason Andrews grits his teeth and beats two opponents.

Doug enjoys that wonderful feeling that running always seems to cause.

Boys' Cross Country
Steve Rivard and Kevin Curtin run hard and fast.

As usual, Chelmsford leads the pack.

Hard Work

The boy’s cross-country team entered the season with high hopes and expectations. With a few returning veterans and some new faces, we set our goals high. Needless to say, a series of extremely close losses broke our stride. No matter how hard we tried to convince ourselves that we had tried our hardest, we felt pangs of defeat with a quick glance at the scoresheets.

However, this frustration only solidified our determination to excel. This culminated in a second place finish in the Merrimack Valley Conference meet, where we stared down those supposedly “superior” teams and beat them. Finishing off the season with the State meet, we felt a sense of fulfillment. Our work had been rewarded.
FIELD HOCKEY

We love field hockey!

FIRST ROW: K CAMPBELL, C LEARY, R DECAPRIO, K RALLS, D ROURKE, A GOVONI SECOND ROW: COACH MAURA DEVANEY, M GOULD, K FLETCHER, B MOLONEY, E WALSH, B MCCRENSKY THIRD ROW: K BROOKS, J MAGGIO, K HORNDahl, E MACANESPIE, M WHITE, K DUCHARME, E MOY

At Left::
League MVP
Kathleen Ralls
shows her
superb skills

Coach Devaney rallies the troops for another great effort.

LAURA FEDERICO  COURTNEY FINNEGAN  MELLISA MacDONALD

Field Hockey
All Conference player Courtney Leary was unstoppable this season.

Allison Govoni dribbles past opponent after opponent.

SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAVERHILL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METHUEN</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRACUT</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYNGSBORO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEWKSBURY</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDOVER</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWRENCE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAVERHILL</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METHUEN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRACUT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYNGSBORO</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEWKSBURY</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDOVER</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWRENCE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11-0-5

FIRST PLACE

MVC

Coach Devaney gets her girls ready for another hard battle.

Big Fun

The 1995 field hockey team started off with a lot of uncertainty from Coach Federico’s absence, along with a new coach and new team. But we successfully remained undefeated and reigned as MVC champs for the second straight year.

Our offensive line was a potent weapon with wings Robynne DeCaprio, Kathleen Ralls, and Kristin Horndahl providing many scoring opportunities for inner Liz Moy, Beth Maloney, Khara Campbell, Katie Fletcher, and Meg Finneral. Links Dana Rourke, Meri White, and Allison Govoni did the dirty work. The tough defensive task fell upon the shoulders of Kerri Ducharme, Elena MacAnespie, Kerri Brooks, Courtney Leary, Erin Walsh, Jen Maggio and first year goalie Becky McCreansky.

The 1995 captains Kathleen, Dana and Robynne with Coach Maura Devaney were our backbone in keeping our positive attitudes. We will not forget our fun and achievements.

KELLY MYERS ANNE PERRIELLO HOLLY ENG LESLIE CAITO

Field Hockey

Emily always has a good word to say to her teammates at the meets.

Freshman Katie Gulde always added big points in all her events.

Rhude shows how flexible years of work have made her.

Always cheering, the girls get psyched for another win.

KELLY GOULDSON  ALLISON JONES  HEATHER DONAHUE  JEN LAMONTANGUE
Well Done!
The 1995 Girls’ Swimming and Diving team were standouts in more than just their swimming. Despite their six practices and one meet over a five day period, the Lions enthusiasm and spirit never dropped below 100%.

Captains Joanna Jones and Emily Sullivan led the team in cheers and songs, always keeping the spirit up. The practices provided by Streamline Pat, Coach Kinnett, and Andy really paid off as proved in the pool. Coach Kinnett’s strategic line-ups led the way to many victories. Heading up those line-ups were Clewis Kinnett, Jenelle Bryan, and Caitlin Klick. Jen Murray and Robin Johnson added top diving points to many meets. The support the team gave one another played a big part in it’s success.

Friendships that will never be broken, memories of a great four years, and PRIDE are just a few things seniors Joanna, Emily, Cathy, Amy, Meghann, Robin, Abby, and Clewis will take with them. Good luck Lady Lions, and don’t forget you always have someone to lean on.

LISA GALPIN  ALLICIA HOWE
Chris Bevington uses extreme concentration on a putt.

Jeff keeps his eye on the hole.

FIRST ROW: M SCANLON, J DELPAPA, B HYATT, C BEVINGTON, G WALSH, D MCEVOY
SECOND ROW: COACH COLIN MACDONALD, J LEARY, M KILLAM, M FINNIGAN, B CARNES, J STEINMAN, J TRUDEAU, C TSIROVASILES, J LEARSON, D ANDERSON, D ROBINSON, T GRIFFIN, T COIT, C MACDONALD

DAVE CARLSON    JACKIE HOLMES    ARNOLD PALMER    JACK NICHALUS
Jeff DelPapa shows proper technique for using a club.

Mike Scanlon is pretty impressed with his last shot.

Above right: The seniors look pretty tough in front of the camera.

Even though on paper it might look like we had a rough season. In fact, I think that we played rather well during the season. We had our good spurs and bad, but all in all our 8-7-4 record doesn’t display how hard we played together as a team.

Our three captains Mike Scanlon, Dave McEvoy, and Graham Walsh set a very good example for the entire team to follow. Close behind seniors Ben Hyatt, Jeff DelPapa and Chris Bevington showed tremendous ability to rally the troops.

All the other seniors and underclassmen really made this season worthwhile. John Learson, a surprisingly good finisher made it to the state individual golf meet, quite a feat for a junior. I hope next year’s team had as much heart and dedication as we did this year. Good luck to the golf teams in future.

**SCOREBOARD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BILLERICA</th>
<th>LOWELL</th>
<th>ANDOVER</th>
<th>METHUEN</th>
<th>CENTRAL</th>
<th>DRACUT</th>
<th>TEWKSBURY</th>
<th>HAVERHILL</th>
<th>METHUEN</th>
<th>DRACUT</th>
<th>TEWKSBURY</th>
<th>BILLERICA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>6 6</td>
<td>8 4</td>
<td>1 11</td>
<td>1.5 10.5</td>
<td>3 9</td>
<td>8 6</td>
<td>11 1</td>
<td>11 1</td>
<td>6.5 5.5</td>
<td>6.5 5.5</td>
<td>0 12</td>
<td>8 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8-7-1

CHI CHI RODRIGUEZ  GREG NORMAN  PHIL MICKELSON  TOM KITE

Golf 169
Senior All-Star Allicia Elias wins another battle with a player from Tewksbury.

Coach gives some last minute advice to Rachel Taylor, Kim Proulx, and Christine Duggan.

Goalie Sheila Hindle scoops up another big save.

FIRST ROW: M SILK, K FLEMING, D HOVEY, J OSSEN, D SHEEHAN, A ELIAS
SECOND ROW: COACH JANET RIGAZIO, D DELPAPA, C DUGGAN, R TAYLOR, A WONG, K PROULX, S HINDLE THIRD ROW: D ADLER, C BLECK, E MEIDELL

MIA HAMM LIEGH JOHNSON KATE CURRAN CHRISTINE HUCHINS
At left: Jenn Ossen dribbles the ball skillfully down the field.

At right: Junior Melissa Silk demonstrates her outstanding athletic skills.

Above: Sophomore Dyanna DelPapa makes trapping the ball look easy.

Left: Seniors Jenn Ossen, Deb Sheehan and Kerry Fleming always smile after a big win.

Our success this season wasn’t represented on our record. This year we won an award that Chelmsford High has never won. The 1995 girls’ soccer team won the MVC Sportsmanship award.

Leading the way were our three captains Deb Sheehan, Jenn Ossen, and Donna Hovey. Seniors Allicia Elias and Kerry Fleming also did a tremendous job this season.

A special thanks to the SPECIAL TEAM and good luck to the future girls’ soccer teams. I will always have the memories of the fun times we had together.
Eric Major was an essential part of the 1995 Boys' Soccer team.

James Davis played a vital role as goalkeeper.

Bill MacDonald's rapport with coach helped the team deal with a tough season.
We are the greatest triumvirate of soccer power ever assembled!

**SCOREBOARD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Lowell</th>
<th>Methuen</th>
<th>Methuen</th>
<th>Westford</th>
<th>Methuen</th>
<th>Lowell</th>
<th>Methuen</th>
<th>Methuen</th>
<th>Tewksbury</th>
<th>Drake</th>
<th>Tewksbury</th>
<th>Tewksbury</th>
<th>Drake</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Haverhill</th>
<th>Andover</th>
<th>Andover</th>
<th>Andover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westford</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xavierian</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jorge Campos  COBI JONES  RAMARIO

High Hopes

Coming off an undefeated season and with a strong senior class at the helm, the 1995 Chelmsford High soccer team entered the season with high expectations. However, the road to victory would be a bit rockier, as the Lions lost the five All-Stars to graduation. Nevertheless, the team remained confident in their goal to defend their MVC title.

Early on, the team suffered several close losses as the defense proved to be inexperienced and the offense sputtered. The team kept its composure and finished the season strong with three wins and a tie in the second half. Most importantly, throughout the season, the team remained united and came closer together as friends. In the years to come, the season will be remembered fondly as something special and unforgettable. Next year’s team is wished the best of luck and loads of fun in double sessions!
MAJORETTES

FIRST ROW: B MERRILL, N HUBBARD, J BADGER
TWO: K TRUE, R MAYOTTE, K BADGER, M FREITAS,
COACH MICHELLE HIBBARD THIRD ROW: M KIERNAN,
A ELIPOULOS, A BUNN, M YETSKO, M GANO, K
MORRISON

Captains Brandi, Nikki, Jessica, and twirler Meredith get ready for another long season.

The Chelmsford High School Majorettes showcased an impressive season in 1995. Captains Nikki, Brandi, and Jessica led the team with the guidance of Mrs. Dunn. This hard work and perseverance was evident in their exciting and crowd-pleasing half-time performances.

The majorettes performed rain or shine during every halftime show throughout this spectacular season. The end of the season was marked by a special crowd pleaser, fire-twirling performances by Nikki, Brandi, Jess, and Meredith.

Each of these girls contributed hard work and sacrifice to make this season successful. If the mark of fine performers is to make their task look effortless, then CHS is luck to have such quality teams.

Good luck to next year’s squad!

Nikki and Brandi lead the majorettes in another super performance.

SHANNON MERRILL KATIE FEENEY CHRISTI CAPOGNA

Majorettes
A Fresh Start

It was a chilly morning in August when Jessica and I stood before the 15 strangers that had been chosen for the 1995 Color Guard. We said the necessary, “Hi, I’m Kristin/Jessica, and your name is...?” to all of the girls, collected paperwork, then kind of stared at each other. And, until we actually started the marching practice, it was a bit strained. There were old girls, the seven die-hards from last year and the years before, and then there were the rookies. But we were getting along beautifully from the start! Our routine for “American Band” allowed us to use the traditional maroon and white flags, but we used maracas for “Island Dance”, and vibrantly colored swing flags for “The Land of Make Believe.” The dedication and effort given by every girl on the squad led us to a great performance each week. We thank Mrs. Dunn and all the girls, and wish luck to all future Color Guard squads!
Kate Kastritis leads the girls in a cheer.

Above right: Always smiling, Tracey Ingallina yells to get the football team pumped up for another tough battle.

Right: The seniors are ready for another long, hard season.

TONRA WALSH      LISA TRAHAN      JULIE ODON      JEN WITTS
BASKETBALL CHEERLEADING

FIRST ROW: K O'CONNOR, T GRASSO, K McKENNA, A BYRON, K KASTRITIS, J PROVENCHER, S CHIPMAN, B DOBBINS SECOND ROW: K DESCHENE, D MORELL, M FREITIS, K SCHOOP, M JENKINS, N BRYANT, M ZAYER, A PHAIR

Way to show your school spirit, girls!

The smaller the girl, the higher she can go.

LYNN ZABROWSKI  JEN WABER

Don’t get near us or we’ll hit you.

ROBIN FRAWLEY  AMY FRANCIONE

Basketball Cheerleading
Sophomore star Colleen Mullen sets up the offense while dribbling past an Andover defender.

Senior Sandy Forcier shows extreme concentration at the free throw line.

Sophomore Tiffany Trahan proved invaluable this year on the girls squad.
Senior captain Nikki Hubbard lifts off for another two points.

Sophomore point guard Dyanna DelPapa dribbles between three Andover defenders.

Christina Chamberas displays her left hand when taking it strong to the hoop.

The 1995-1996 Lady Lions have once again proven they are a dominant force in the MVC. Leading the Lions this year were tri-captains Nikki Hubbard, Sandy Forcier, and Colleen Mullen. With only one junior, three more sophomores, and four freshman the team was very young.

We beat Lowell, Dracut, Tewksbury, and Lawrence by more than 30 points. The Lions are once again tournament bound.

Head coach Mastacouris had turned the Lady Lions basketball team around in her three years at that position. With a strong returning team next year, she can look forward to seeing this Chelmsford basketball team become a powerhouse of the MVC. Kristen Horndahl, Dyanna Delpapa, Christina Chamberas, Tiffany Trahan, Liz Drake, Katie Turco, Meredith Merrill, Lauren Hanlon, and the Captains made this season special. Good luck to next years team and don’t ever forget SMASH!
Matty Scomis takes the ball strong to the basket.

Paul Mihalidas was a big part of the boys' successful season.

Ryan's 3 point touch helped guide the Lions.

Jim Spaulding looks to get another assist.

MICHAEL JORDAN LARRY BIRD KEVIN McHALE MAGIC JOHNSON
Seniors Josh Jordan, Ben Haley, Jim Spaulding, Paul Mihilidas, Nate Linstad, Chris David, Ryan Gallagher, and Tov Birke-Haueisen have fun before practice.

Chris David’s layups were a key factor in the Lions early season 8 game winning streak.

SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WESTFORD</td>
<td>57 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST JOHNS</td>
<td>57 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BISHOP BRADY</td>
<td>67 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANBORN</td>
<td>60 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAVERHILL</td>
<td>90 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEWKSBURY</td>
<td>56 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEHTUEN</td>
<td>51 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WESTFORD</td>
<td>67 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRACUT</td>
<td>69 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTRAL</td>
<td>57 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILLERICA</td>
<td>54 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWRENCE</td>
<td>62 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWELL</td>
<td>57 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRACUT</td>
<td>68 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Defense was a strong suit of this year’s basketball team.

This year’s basketball team was picked to do very well. We did not let down anybody’s anticipation by starting off strong. We did a great job by winning the Tilton Tournament to start our season. Then after losing a heart-breaker to Westford we rattled off eight consecutive wins which included a huge win at Methuen and the Haverhill Christmas Tournament crown. After that we faced a little hardship but came back strong to win most of our MVC battles.

The team had a lot of key players that guided the Lions to the winning season. Led by seniors Paul Mihilidas, Chris David, Ryan Gallagher, Tov Birke-Haueisen, Jim Spaulding, Nate Linstad, Ben Haley, and Josh Jordan, the Lions had leadership. Sophomore Matt Scomis provided a scoring punch to the Lions arsenal. Juniors A.K., Brendan Trainor, Christian Erhartic, and Andy McCabe also did a great job this year.

We had a lot of fun this season. Hopefully next years team can follow the winning tradition left by the eight seniors on this years squad.
GYMNASTICS

FIRST ROW: J KYDD, K SULLIVAN, C GARDNER, R JOHNSON, J HILL, S BUSFIELD, K GOULD  SECOND ROW: A WILLETE, A SSAC-ROSS, M SMITH, M NICHOLLS, R FERNER, E FLORIE, S BEHRLE, J LOYER

At left: My goal in life is to get my leg to the ceiling.

At right: I love this sport!

What happened to her other leg?

SHANNON MILLER  EMILY LUECK  MARY LOU RETTON  BECKY HARRIS
Above: Anna is always graceful on the beam.

Top left: Jess and Anna doing their daily leg lifts.

Bottom left: Robin shows the style that makes her great.

The CHS Gymnastics Team had a very successful season this year. There were many new faces on the team and each one was a welcomed addition. The eight new freshmen contributed greatly and ensure a bright future.

The team was lead by senior captain Robin Johnson who captured many high-scoring places on bars, beam, and floor. Sophomore Shannon Behrle and freshman Catherine Gardner were the top All-Around performers. Junior standout Kristen Gould, competing on beam, vault, and floor, and Anna Issac-Ross, competing on bars, vault, and floor, both proved themselves to be of great assets to the team. Junior Megan Nicholls showed her strength on beam.

The season was full of thrilling competition, friendships, and fun.
HOCKEY

FIRST ROW: G NEILD, D ROBINSON, M CURTIS, B MACAURELLE, S TRAHAAN, T MACDONALD, C JENKINS
SECOND ROW: COACH FLETCHER, J STEINMEN, R DEROsa, A PAJAK, K AUCOIN, E RYAN, J BAHNAN, R HAJJARTHIRD ROW: B MARCOTTE, J RYAN, B LINSTAD, B KELLY, K MCCARTHY, B CARNES, A GALPIN

Andy Galpin skates through the Andover defense.

At left: Brad Kelly shows off his slapshot.

At right: Chris Jenkins tells his teammate, “You’re going the wrong way.”

WAYNE GRETSKY  MARIO LEMIEUX  CAM NEELY  RAY BOURQUE
Andy Pajak, Eric Ryan, and Coach Fletcher gear up for another long, hard season on the ice.

Eric Ryan’s skills helped the team to win.

This season started off great when we won our first eight games including the Burlington, Vermont championship trophy.

This season we had excellent senior leadership even though we had lost ten seniors last year. Leading the way were captains Eric Ryan and Andrew Pajak, with Joe Bahnan and Ronnie DeRosa right behind them. The Lions also received tremendous support from Keith Aucoin, Brian Macaurelle, Andy Galpin, and Scott Trahan up front, while Jason Ryan, Bruce Linstad, Brian Carnes helped gear the defense. Then the goalie. Well you can never say enough about Chris Jenkins. He did a super job this season in net while faced with adversity of having reconstructive knee surgery in the off season.

Backing up Chris was Geoff Neild who also did a wonderful job.

Coach Fletcher and Tommy Gallagher guided the Lions through a rough and tough season. They did an admirable job helping the team through the tough times. It was a hard job but somebody had to do it.

This season was a lot of fun and the guys on the team did a great job. Good luck to next years squad.

SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>AB</th>
<th>Newburyport</th>
<th>Xavarian</th>
<th>Bishop Brady</th>
<th>Triton</th>
<th>Haverhill</th>
<th>Durfee</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Methuen</th>
<th>Andover</th>
<th>AB</th>
<th>Billerica</th>
<th>Haverhill</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Tewksbury</th>
<th>Methuen</th>
<th>Medford</th>
<th>Billerica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 3</td>
<td>11 3</td>
<td>8 3</td>
<td>10 1</td>
<td>4 2</td>
<td>10 0</td>
<td>5 4</td>
<td>3 2</td>
<td>6 1</td>
<td>2 5</td>
<td>7 5</td>
<td>7 4</td>
<td>3 3</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>10 5</td>
<td>4 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jason Ryan skates down the ice on the breakaway.

ED BELFOUR  BOBBY ORR  KIRK BISHOP  STEVE McKINNON
Natalie Long proved invaluable this year for the girls' track team.

Heather Swimm's high jumping ability lifted the Lady Lions to new heights.

On your marks, get set, GO!

FLORENCE GRIFFITH JOYNER

GAIL DEVERS

GWEN TORRENCE
Liz always runs happy.

Happy Jack always has a good time with his seniors.

All the seniors get ready to run.

The season started off great. Although we lost a lot of key seniors, the incoming freshmen and older runners proved to be quite an obstacle to the other MVC teams. Our first meet against Tewksbury was anticipated as we were anxious to see how our team would fair. We soon realized Tewksbury would be no match for our strong team. We dominated in every middle distance and distance race. The sprinters and field events proved to be a great asset by completing the lineup of a dominating team. Everyone put forth their best effort and gave it their all throughout the season. You all did a wonderful job and best wishes for next year. All the seniors will miss being part of such a special team made up of such extraordinary athletes.

SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wilmington</th>
<th>Tewksbury</th>
<th>Lawrence</th>
<th>Billerica</th>
<th>Lowell</th>
<th>Andover</th>
<th>Masco</th>
<th>N Andover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Points</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aidyl Mayol, a super sophomore, guided the Lions to victory in a variety of events.
Mike Losinno gets high off the ground to clear the bar.

DAN @ DAVE    CARL LEWIS    MICHAEL JOHNSON    JON MAST

Pat Harrington gets prepared for his race, sprint event.

Kevin Curtin finishes up strong in his 2 mile event.
Seniors Steve Rivard, Bill Maffeo, Mark Gill, Scott (Wharf) Johnson, John Powell, Pat Harrington, Mike Losinno, Mike Lantagne, Brian Therrien, Nirlep Patel, and Dave Dickison smile for the camera.

SCOREBOARD

| Wilmington  | 69 17 |
| Tewksbury   | 33 32 |
| Lawrence    | 55 31 |
| Billerica   | 57 29 |
| Lowell      | 39 47 |
| Andover     | 37 49 |
| Central     | 29 53 |

Bill Maffeo and WHARF take a nice stroll around the Lowell High track.

For our last season of winter track the record was only satisfactory. This could show the amount of work we put in. I don’t think this was the case.

We were hit with injuries and a lack of depth. Also, we were probably sometimes not mentally prepared for the big meets and it showed. The sprints were led by co-captain Mike Losinno, and Brian Therrian. WHARF in the three hundred also proved to be a key element in the mile relay. Bill Maffeo topped the six with Mike Curran beside him in every meet. Steve Rivard and John Powell where dynamite in the thousand. The mile and two mile races were led by Steve Wright and Kevin Curtain. Pat Harrington and Mike Losinno proved to be the best high jumpers while Mike Langtange and Mark Gill were consistent in the shotput.

We all hoped to do better this year since it was Wild Bill’s farewell season. Good luck to the track teams to come but the future of Chuck on the team remains a mystery.

GRADY TRIPP  JASON ROSE  CHRIS McNEANY  DAVE FLYNN
WRESTLING

FIRST ROW: M ROY, N BRINK, B MACDONALD, T LEWIS, J BILODEAU, C FINNEGAN, K KEIMIG
SECOND ROW: M FINNEGAN, T ZANI, D WELCH, M MUSE, M DELMORE, B WRIGHT, B COUTU
THRIRD ROW: B MCCABE, D WHOLEY, E KLINE, D MACMILLAN, T CRAIG, B JUHOLA FOURTH
ROW: COACH RUSSO, T BLETSIS, B CONLIN, M BOUCEK, S JACOBY, COACH RICH

Bill MacDonald flashes his beautiful smile for the world to see.

Marc Roy stares down his opponent before deciding to pin him.

Tim Lewis looks like he is in the WWF as he body slams his opponent to the mat.

ANDRE THE GIANT SCOTT MOREAU THE ULTIMATE WARRIOR

190 Wrestling
Seniors Nick Brink, Bill MacDonald, Tim Lewis, Jason Bilodeau, Marc Roy, Kris Keimeg, and Casey Finnegan along with Coach Rich prepare for a long, hard season.

Nick Brink struggles to get another win under his belt.

Fourteen little wrestlers standing in a row with the addition of a new assistant coach (from Lowell none the less at first we smelled sabotage, but we figured it was just his cologne) and a strong (Like Herculese) returning line-up we felt as though we would have a positive season.

Coach Rich and Russo tried to shield us from the words of Chelmsford “taking the conference” that were being passed through the papers and mouths of the town with more adversity than most could realize. We ended the season with a 18-1 record and the MVC Championship belt.

Kris Keimeg raises his hand in victory after tearing apart his prey.

HULK HOGAN KEVIN HARRINGTON CHRIS HOWARD SEAN SPAULDING

SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASHUA</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST JOHNS (D)</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST JOHNS (S)</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAWSHEEN</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAVERHILL</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRIMAC</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCORD</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRACUT</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWRENCE</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALEM</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOXBORO</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEWKSBURY</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILLERICA</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METHUEN</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLFORD</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWELL</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BOYS' SWIMMING

FIRST ROW: J FOSTER, S BRYAN, V --, M SPINELLA, P FEI, B KELLER, --, S CAMPBELL
SECOND ROW: B DAY, M CRAWFORD, M HILSON, K READY, M NELSON, J NEEDLES, T PRAY, D CECERE, --, S KEATES, COACH WEISFELDT
THIRD ROW: J JOHNSON, K CODY, J RHINES, D MCPHAIL, J HAAS, D CROW, D HOWE, J QUIMBY, C SENETA, B PEMBERTON, B BATES, COACH DON BENSON

Dave Crow and Jon Quimby are having way too much fun at practice.

It's a bird, it's a plane, it's Davey!

Swimmers never need to worry about finding something to drink.

JOSH BLAGG  SEAN GOULDSON  BEAU LAMONGTANGUE
Seniors James, Dave, Brian, Kevin, Brian, Scott, Justin, Jason, Dave, Dave, Jon, Chris, and Brian, enjoy a nice little break from Don Benson’s tough workouts.

Well if there was one word to describe the CHS Boys’ Swim Team this season it would have to be psycho. The second year coach Don Benson led the team into the 96 season he was confident that the team would be able to give their all through every meet. However, that was before five of the teams top swimmers were sidelined due to various reasons for periods of two weeks or more. But the coach juggled the lineup effectively to show the real depth of the team.

Lead by captain Brian Petro-Roy who was sidelined by injury the team went on to beat Haverhill, Nashua, Andover-Central, and a host of other opponents. Seniors Dave Crow, Davey Howe, Jon Quimby, Scott Campbell, Jason Haas, and Matt Sexaur were solid performers all year. The underclass was led by Matt Hilson, Dave Cecere, Skippy Bryan, and Patrick Fei. The team will miss the fourteen graduating seniors but it will rebound as it always has to once again become one of the MVC’s elite.

Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Johns</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashua</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC High</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashua</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Didn’t anyone ever tell this swimmer, “NEVER ON RED!”
Graham Walsh races to another victory.

Courtney and the guys head off for another day on the slopes.

Chelmsford skiers just whiz by!

FIRST ROW: B SHERIDAN, E MOY, C LEARY, J MAGGIO, J MURRY, J SIME, C SALVUCCI, C BLECK
SECOND ROW: M LIS, B HYATT, C BEVINGTON, G WALSH, J DELPAPA, B CLEGG, D KIRK, G GIBBONS, COACH DICK, K HIGGINS, C MACDONALD, J HUGHES, C JENKINS, K FLETCHER, MARYKATE GILL, M KELLY

PICABO STREET TOMMY MOE KALEY MACDONALD KIM KELLER
Capt. Ben Hyatt moves gracefully around the turn.

### SCOREBOARD

#### BOYS:
- January 4: 3-0
- January 11: 0-3
- January 18: 3-0
- January 25: 3-0

#### GIRLS:
- January 11: 0-3
- January 18: 0-3
- January 25: 0-3
- February 1: 1-2

Who would have known that a newly formed ski team would be competitive? After a strong first place victory in the 94-95 season the boys went into the next year with high expectations. We were anticipated to be the dominant force in the league and proved to be with a 3-0 finish after the first race day. Despite a loss in the second meet we quickly recovered and came back with two 3-0 victories in the final meets.

Our varsity team's success was attributed to the outstanding performance of our top three racers, Barry Clegg, Colin MacDonald, and Billy Sheridan. These three were assisted by the superlative skills of Ben Hyatt, Jeff DelPapa, Chris Bevington, and Graham Walsh.

The future looks bright for the CHS ski team with the expertise in coaching of Bob Dick and the future talent present. “Out the Window.”

Ben Hyatt '96

This year's girls ski team was definitely a “rebuilding team”. We only had two returning racers Captains Nicole Kelly and Courtney Leary. The whole season we struggled to beat Nashoba Regional and we finally did in our last meet. Our record may not have been great but we had a lot of fun. Good luck to next year's team. I know you'll be able to beat the blind skiers.

Courtney Leary

ALBERTO TOMBA  
JEAN CLAUDE KEALY  
BRUCE MARSHALL
YEAR IN REVIEW
As entrepreneurs, providers of service, and well-wishers, the business people of Chelmsford and surrounding areas are heroes within the community. We thank them for their continued support and wish them success in all their ventures.

The other heroes of this business section are the staff. Though they had little free time, they did their best to solicit ads in the face of rejection and bad weather. Without them, this yearbook could never have been published.
To Jessica Badger: You light up our lives! Congratulations. May your days be filled with love and peace and happiness. Love, Dad and Mom

To Elisa Balboni: Miss Liss: Good things come to those who work and study hard, don’t give up. Congratulations on your “special” day. Love, Mom

To Matthew Barre: We are so proud of you! You are a wonderful son! Keep on smiling and follow your dreams! We love you! Mom and Dad

To Brian Bates: We are proud of your hard work. May all your hopes and dreams come true. Keep smiling. Love, Mom and Dad

To Chris Bevington: Congratulations, Topher! We are very proud. Always do what is right. Remember — DLLAL. Love Always, Mom, Dad, and Brett!

To Kevin Biondi: You have enriched our lives in so many ways. Thank you for being such a pleasure to live with all these years. Love, Mom and Dad

To Tov Birk Hauser: We’re proud of you and your choices; we love being your parents & look forward to the future. Congratulations to our favorite #32! Mom and Dad

To Ali Bisset: You have been a source of pride and inspiration in my life. I love you, Dad.

To Alexandra Bisset: You have always been your own person, that’s what makes you so special. Make all your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, and Jason

To Erika Black: You have become a fine young woman and made us proud. We wish you much success and happiness. Love and joy, Mom and Dad

To James Boisvert: You continue to be a miracle to us. Congratulations. We couldn’t be prouder of you. Love, Mom and Dad

To John Boroyan: Congratulations, John! We wish you happiness and success in all you do! Love, Mom, Jack, and Mark

To Amy Boudrow: Angel; Remember what we always told you before each performance? Live your life the same — “with a lot of feeling!”

To Jeffrey Boyd: You are the best part of our lives. Go forth and be happy with your future in the wilderness of life. Love, Mom and Dad

To Heather Brown: New and exciting adventures await! Your dreams will come true if you look beyond the clouds and reach for the stars. Love you so much! Mom and Dad
Congratulation to the Class of 1996!

To Abby Brezinski: Dear Abby: You've reached for the stars and now you're there. We are proud of your courage and determination. Love, Dad and Mom

To Danny Byrnes: We are proud of you! Congratulations!!! May your dreams come true. Love, Mom and Dad

To Stephen Capogna: You did it! Keep that great smile! Wishing you joy in the years ahead. Love, Dad, Mom, and Sisters

To Ryan Carter: It's gone by too fast! Follow your heart. Keep your wonderful sense of humor. You are an incredible person! Love, Mom, Dad, Abby

To Stephanie Cavallaro: May your beautiful smile bring you a lifetime of success and happiness. You made it! Dad, Mom, Jess, Mike

To Jason Coolidge: We're very proud of you. We wish you happiness and success. Reach for your dreams! Love, Mom, Dad, Brian, Danny

To Michael Costa: I know your father is as proud of you as I am. I hope your life is full of love and happiness. All my love, Ma

To Kate Crane: Phred is red, Kermit is green, May your future be Really keen! Love, MDTA + M

To Dave Crow: We are proud of you! The future holds great things for you. Keep up the good work! Love, Mom, Dad, Sheri, Kathi, Chrissi

To Redvers Curry: We are proud of you and hope that whatever you do you will be happy. Congratulations. Love, Mom, Dad, Sam, and Ben

To Cathy Cushing: Congratulations! We are so very proud of you. May all of your dreams come true. Love, Dad, Mom, and Betsy

To James Davis: Congratulations and best wishes. May all your dreams come true. May the roads rise with you. Love, Mom, Dad, and Elizabeth

To Jeremy Davis: We are proud of your many honors. You will be a great meteorologist. Keep smiling! Love, Mom, Dad, Nate, and Nana

To Sean Davis: Congratulations and best wishes! May all your dreams come true. May the wind be always at your back. Love, Mom, Dad, and Elizabeh

To Jeff DelPapa: You've had four great years at CHS to cherish. May you have a great
To Danielle Demers: Our first joy! May you never stop talking and always keep that smile. We love you, Mom and Dad

To Tracy Dennett: Congratulations! We are very proud of you and hope all your dreams come true. Love always, Mom and Dad

To Ronnie DeRosa: Congratulations. You are our pride and joy. Good luck and thanks for the memories! Love, Mom, Dad, and Jill

To Dave Dickeson: You are the best; we are so proud of you. We love you. Congratulations, Son. Love, Mom and Dad

To Brett DiNatale: We are very proud of you and the person you have become. Luck and love, Mom and Dad

To Kerri Beth Dixon: You are the best thing that ever happened to us! We love you. Aim for the stars. Congratulations. Dad and Mom

To Michael Doherty: You are on your way now, Mike! Nothing is impossible!! We love you, Mom, Dad, Heather

To Meg Donahue: Dad’s sport fan, Mom’s sensitive listener. We wish you happiness and success. Your dreams await! We love you! Mom, Dad, Feather

To Manuel Duarte: It’s been a long road. God bless you. May all be up from here. We Love U — Mom and Luis

To Sarah Dubner: We wish you joy, adventure, and love always. We love you. Mom, Dad, Jeff, and Emily

To Melissa Eckhardt: Wonder of wonders, miracle of miracles. We are so proud of you always! Love, Mom, Dad, Heidi

To Allicia Elias: You have the ability to reach the stars. Go for them all. Love, Dad, Phyllis, Desiree, and Don

To Danielle Ferry: Congratulations! We are the luckiest parents in the world! We wish you all the happiness, love and success! Mom and Dad

To Chuck Fidler: We are very proud of you! Always be true to who you are, follow your dreams. Love, Mom and Dad

To Amy Fischer: We have always been proud of you and wish you a life filled with happiness. We Love You, Mom and Dad

To Jenn Fleming: We are proud of you! You have given us many happy memories. The best is yet to come. Love, Mom and Dad

To Kerry Fleming: The Best Kid In The Whole World! Never change curly locks!

Congratulations to the graduating class of 1996, our newest Alumni!
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Congratulations to the Class of 1996!
To Matthew Fredette: You are very special! We are so proud of you. We wish you happiness and success in all you do. Love, Mom, Dad, and Jason

To Clark Gaphard: Congratulations and all our best for the future! Love, Mom, Dad, and Meg

To Bonnie Gary: You are one of the two best things that happened to us. May all your dreams come true for you. Love, Mom and Dad

To Tina Gehr: Congratulations! We love you! Love, Mom, Angela, Christa, and Mary

To Jon Gibson: Congratulations to a great son. We will always be proud of you. The future is yours to hold. Love, Mom and Dad

To Lisa Gibson: No father could be as proud of a daughter as I am of you. Love, success, and happiness. Always, Dad

To Lyndsey Gibson: You did it! We are so proud of you. All our love now and in the future. Love, Mom, Dad, Lolo, and TJ

To Erin Goodhue: Congratulations, baby girl. May all your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, Bill, Brian, Tara

To Brian Gray: I am so proud of the young man you have become. I know life has great things in store for you. Love, Mom

To Tom Griffin: Whatever “racket” you get into, we know you will be “set” for life. There’s no “match” for you. You’re “aces” with us. “Love,” Mom, Dad, Andrew

To Julie Guarneri: We love you and are proud of you. Congratulations, you did a great job! Love, Mom and Dad

To Jason Haas: All our love and good wishes for the years ahead. We know success is yours! Congratulations! MD and E

To Pat Harrington: We are proud of you and the person you have become. Use that kicking talent in life and go straight thru as God will be at the uprights. Love you, Mom, Dad, and Tom

To Russell Heines: We are very proud of you. Wishing you great success and happiness. We love you. From Mom, Dad, and Scott

To Donna Hovey: May your dreams become your accomplishments. Always know you are our pride and joy. Love, Mom and Dad

To Dave Howe: With your easy going attitude, we often wondered if you’d make it. Congratulations. Love, Mom, Kris, and Alycia
To Jamison H. Hult: Thank you for being my wonderful son. Have a happy future. Love, Mom

To Ben Hyatt: We’ve enjoyed watching you grow from “Benji” to the man you are. You’ve made us very proud! Love, Mom, Dad, Becky

To Brian Ingles: We wish you the best life has to offer. Thanks for being a terrific son. Love, Mom and Dad

To Mike Jorasitis: Congratulations! You are a very special son. You have made us very proud by your hard work. Love, Mom, Dad, and PDA

To Jenny Girl (Jefferson): Let your values carry you in the future as they have in the past. Congratulations! Lots Of Love, Mom and Dad

To Justin (Johnson)! Bet you didn’t expect to find us here! You deserve the best — go for it! We love you. Karen, Dad, and Steph!

To Robin Johnson: We wanted you to stay little — But we’re so very proud of the wonderful young woman you’ve grown to be. Love M + D

To Scott Johnson: It’s been a joy to share your life. Keep reaching for your dreams. We love you, Mom and Dad

To Chris Jones: Since you were born you’ve made me nothing but proud. We love you Chris. Love, Ma and Nikki

To Derek Jones: What a wonderful son you are! We are so proud of you. Enjoy the exciting years ahead. We’ll always be here for you! ♥ Mom and Dad

To Joanna Jones: We love you always. May you continue to bring joy and laughter everywhere life leads you. Love, Mom, Dad, Shel, and Al

To Kim Jones: Congratulations! We are proud of you and love you very much. May your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, Michelle, Jeff

To Jessica Kaplan: Dear Jessica, we are so proud you stand out from the crowd. Paint your rainbow big and bold til you find your pot of gold. Love, Mom, Dad, and Julie

To Kate Kasriris: Congratulations! We are so proud of you. The future is yours! Love, Mom, Dad, and Julie

To Elizabeth Kelber: Congratulations to our “Daughter of the Year.” Love, Mom and Dad

To Mike Kendrick: Your journey has just begun. May it be filled with much love, happiness, and success. Love, Mom, Dad, and Stacy

To Jenny Girl (Jefferson): Let your values carry you in the future as they have in the past. Congratulations! Lots Of Love, Mom and Dad

To Justin (Johnson)! Bet you didn’t expect to find us here! You deserve the best — go for it! We love you. Karen, Dad, and Steph!

To Robin Johnson: We wanted you to stay little — But we’re so very proud of the wonderful young woman you’ve grown to be. Love M + D

To Scott Johnson: It’s been a joy to share your life. Keep reaching for your dreams. We love you, Mom and Dad

To Chris Jones: Since you were born you’ve made me nothing but proud. We love you Chris. Love, Ma and Nikki

To Derek Jones: What a wonderful son you are! We are so proud of you. Enjoy the exciting years ahead. We’ll always be here for you! ♥ Mom and Dad

To Joanna Jones: We love you always. May you continue to bring joy and laughter everywhere life leads you. Love, Mom, Dad, Shel, and Al

To Kim Jones: Congratulations! We are proud of you and love you very much. May your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, Michelle, Jeff

To Jessica Kaplan: Dear Jessica, we are so proud you stand out from the crowd. Paint your rainbow big and bold til you find your pot of gold. Love, Mom, Dad, and Julie

To Kate Kasriris: Congratulations! We are so proud of you. The future is yours! Love, Mom, Dad, and Julie

To Elizabeth Kelber: Congratulations to our “Daughter of the Year.” Love, Mom and Dad

To Mike Kendrick: Your journey has just begun. May it be filled with much love, happiness, and success. Love, Mom, Dad, and Stacy
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1996!

The reward of a thing well done is to have done it.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

CHELMSFORD FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
Local #3569
MFT, AFT, AFL-C10

To Clewis Kinnett: We're so proud of you, in all that you've done! Congratulations to such a special daughter. You have our permission to tell 'em you're the best! Love, Mom and Dad

To Keith Kinney: We are so proud of you! You can do anything you desire because you work hard! Love Ya, Mom and Mitch

To Scott Landsteiner: Congratulations to our "bad boy kid." Our adventurous "model son." Don't ever lose your wonderful loving, caring, protecting qualities. We appreciate you. Love, Mom, Dad, Phil, and Boomer

To Michael Lantagne: Congratulations on your graduation. The best is yet to come. We love you. You're #1 fans, Mom, Dad, David, and the boy

To Jenna "Wena-Pena" LaRochelle: We love you. It's a tradition! Daf, Doooter, Bif, Dee-Dee, Zita, and Pick-Me Daddy

To Elizabeth Lavita: You remembered his dream! We are proud of you. May your future bring you happiness and success. Love, Mom, Fred, and Kerri

To Sarah Lazarto: Believe in yourself — you keep getting better! Keep hope and delight in your life. We love you! Mom and Dad

To Courtney Leary: Congratulations! We are so proud of you. May all your dreams come true. We wish you all the best life has to offer. Love, Mom, Dad, Jamie

To Kristine Levasseur: May your life's ambition be happy and satisfying we will always be proud of you. With all our love, Mom and Dad XO

To Erin Lichtenfels: Congratulations, Erin, we are so proud of you! May all your dreams come true. We love you very much. Mom and Dad

To Julie Linehan: Congratulations! We're very proud of you. Good luck in college — have a great time and a wonderful future. Love, Mom, Dad, and Courtney

To Nathan Linstad: You have made us very proud. Stay focused, reach for the stars, and may all your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, and Erik

To Elizabeth Long: Our beautiful Lib, the world is waiting. Congratulations! We love you. Love, Mom, Dad, Jen, Nat, and Kimmie

To Maureen Long: "... Those move easiest who have learned to dance." We love you! Mom and Dad

To Mike "Lucky(!!?)" Losino: Not when it comes to football. Yet, we sure are the luckiest...
to have a great guy like you! Congratulations. We love you — Mom, Dana, and Tasha

To David MacPhail: We have been through a lot together! Good luck. I hope all your dreams come true. Love, Mom

To Robyn Magee: Aim high — you deserve only the best because that’s what you are. We are so very proud of our favorite daughter. We love you. Mom and Dad

To Eric Major: Congratulations. We have fond memories of the boy you were and very proud of the adult you’ve become. Love, Mom, Dad, and Jen

To Lora McCormack: Running with you has been a blast. Congratulations! We will stay close in your new ventures and challenges. Love, Mom and Dad

To John McCoy: A wonderful surprise! Keep us laughing. Love, Shorty, Dad, Carrie, and Martha

To Dave McEvoy: Duke, here’s hoping for the best of everything. We’re proud of all you have become. Congrats. Love, Mom, Dad, T+C

To Stephanie McGowan: Congratulations! Your hard work has paid off. I’m proud of you and I love you very much.

To Mike McLaughlin: We are so proud of you. Thanks for being such a joy. Congratulations. Love, Mom and Dad

To Catherine McManmon: You are my golden girl! I love you! Congratulations, Mom

To Jessica McSheehy: You are a constant source of amazement! We love you and wish you the very best! Mom, Dad, Kat, and Patches

To Brandi Merrill: Congratulations! We know you have a wonderful future ahead of you. You have made us very proud. Love, Mom and Dad

To Joel Mesiti: Congratulations! I’m proud of you. Your honesty and hard work paid off. The future is yours! Love, Dad

To Dan “Danno” Mullen: Best of luck always — We love you! Mom, Dad, and Leenie

To Marc Mycko: We are so very proud of you! Congratulations. Keep up the good work and you will reach your goals. Love, Mom and Dad

To Kathleen Notini: You have brought us joy and happiness. We hope all your dreams come true. Love You, Mom, Dad, Matt, and Tracy

To Nirlep Patel: Congratulations. You did it. May God fulfill all your dreams. Proud to
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have a son like you. Love, Mom and Dad
To Matt Patrigian: Life is an adventure.
Hope yours is a great one. We love you. Dad, Mom, and Jen
To Katie Pelosi: We're all so very proud of
you. Congratulations! May all your dreams
come true. Love, Mom, Dad, Julia, and Samantha
To Jessica Peters: Fantastic. You are a joy
to us. We are proud of you. God bless your future. Matthew 25:23 Love, Mom, Dad, and
the other 5 J's
To Sarah Phelan: The seasons go round and
round, but our love for you will never change.
Congratulations! Dad, Mom, and Casey
To Dennis Phillips: Congratulations. A loving son, a cool brother. A 1996 graduate,
where did the years go? Love, Mom, Dad, Danielle
To Beth Popolizio: My daughter, my best
friend; I am so very proud of the beautiful
young woman you are. Happiness always!
Love, Mom
To John Powell: Mr. P-PMan, you've made
us proud of your choices and decisions. Good
luck and love, Mom, Dad, and Jillian
To Christopher Price: Congratulations to
our wonderful son. You've made us very
proud and happy. Always follow your dreams.
Carpe diem! Love, Mom and Dad
To Eva Price: You fill our hearts with joy
and you light up our lives. May all your wishes
come true. All our love, Mom and Dad
To Lisa Quinn: Congratulations! We are so
proud of you! Keep smiling! We'll always be
here for you. Love, Dad, Mom, and Kristen
To Kathleen Ralls: May you attain all the
success and happiness you have worked so
very hard for. Love, Mom, Dad, Tommy,
Sarah, and Tigger
To Mike Regner: We are so proud of your
continuing hard work — As you wish may
music light your way! We love you, Mom and
Dad
To Greg Rideout: Stay adventurous! Aim
high! We're proud of you. Ride the right roads!
We love you. Be happy! Love, Mom, Dad, and
Bros.
To Steve Rivard: Congratulations! No one
could ask for a better son. Love you always.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Leigh
To Erica Robertson: Congratulations! You
did it! May all the years to be your best years.
We love you, Mom, Dad and Lisa
To Erica Robenson: You've always been here. I'll miss you when you're in college. When is that? Then your room is mine! Love, Lisa

To Kristin Rockett: Is today your best day? Cherish endings, they're also beginnings. Go for your dream, the world is waiting! Love, Mom, Nellie, Katie

To Dana Rouke: ♥ #39 ♥ May health + happiness be yours forever! Please clean your room B4 U go to college. Love, Mom, Dad, TD, and Turk

To Matt Russo: The world is yours TC Music, Muscle, and Maine. Good luck and love, Mom, Dad, Mike, Mitch, Mark

To Toni Sella: You have been a wonderful daughter. We know you will be the best in whatever you do. Love, Mom, Kyle, Jacquie, and all your relatives

To Joe Sevigny: Congratulations on a job well done! Good luck in the future. Love, Mom and Dad

To Matt Sexauer: We are very proud of you. Remember: doors open, eyes open with pride and always grateful. Love, Mom, Dad, Elizabeth

To Becky Shamas: Hey, Tootsie! We love you. Congratulations. May all your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, and Kenny

To Debbie Sheehan: We are all so proud of you! We are behind you whatever you choose to do! We love you, Mom, Dad, Anne, Joyce, and Steve

To Dianna Shepard: Do not resist chance and there will be one less thing you cannot do. Love, Mom, Dad, and Stacey

To Stephanie Silva: We love you, Roo! Never stop reaching for the stars! You have made us very proud! Love, Dad and Fran

To Timmy Sousa: Congratulations! We are very proud of you. May all of your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, Tammy, and Joey

To Chris Steiling: We are so very proud of you! Continue to think BIG!!! Love You, Mom and Dad

To Brian John Stewart: You made us proud of you. May the sun always shine for you. Good luck with your dreams. Love, Mom, Dad, and Colleen

To Emily Sullivan: Congratulations! We are so proud of you. 143. Love, Mom and Dad

To Meaghan Sullivan: Best of luck in all you do. We are very proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad, Danny, and Michael

In Chelmsford it's
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Congratulations, Class of 1996

Wishing you Happiness and Success ...
... with Style!

286 Chelmsford Street
256-4150
Congratulations to the Class of 1996!

May your futures be bright!

To Frank Taylor: We knew you could do it! Congratulations. Always remember if you try you will succeed. Love, Mom and Dad

To Brian Therrien: With joy and sorrow we watch you leave. A special time in your life, but the best is yet to come. Love, Mom and Dad

To Marni Thompson: We are so proud of you! And we know you will be successful using your wonderful talents! Love, Mom and Dad

To Julie Totten: Congratulations. We have always been so proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad

To Amy E. Trahan: Go for the gold, Amy! You can be whatever you dare to be. We are so very proud of you. Congrats. Love, Mom, Dad, Lis, and Tiff

To Brian Tremblay: You are the best son ever! Congratulations. We love you! Love, Mom and Dad

To PJ Tremblay: Great job, Hot Dog! You’ve made us very proud! Mom is smiling down on you always. Love, Dad and Christine

To Amy Tschrintzis: Aim high, aim! Reach for the stars. Congratulations! May all your dreams come true. Love, Ma, Dad, Scot, Derek

To Stacie Tucker: May all your dreams come true. We love you. Mom and Dad

To Jennifer Van Buren: Will miss your concerts and skating! We will only be as far away as your heart! With love & pride — Mom, Dad, Martin

To Tricia Weaver: Congratulations! We will wish you good luck and a future filled with happiness! Love, Mom, Dad, Lisa, and Matt

To Jen Weinbeck: Thank you for being you. May the pride, joy, and love you’ve given us always be yours! Love, Mom, Dad, Chris, Wend, Mike

To Julie Weldon: We are proud of the young woman you’ve become. Anything is possible. Your smile brightens our lives. Love, Mom, Dad, Amy

To Jennifer Willis: Congratulations. You’re one in a million. May all your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, Brian, Kevin, and Casey

To Jason Zawodny: You have always been your own person; not a follower. Be true to yourself and life will be good to you. Love, Mom . . .
The EE Department Solar Car - UMass Spirit of Massachusetts - has proven to be a very successful competitive vehicle. Taking second place against global competition in the Electrathon held in Ukiah, California, the success of the Spirit has been a great source of satisfaction and experience for all the students and faculty who were involved.
Best Wishes for a SAFE and happy Graduation

Congratulations to the Class of 1996
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251-8670
I, Constance A. Adams, leave Megan O’Sullivan the night at Doug Shaw’s house and the butterflies!!

I, Joy Tacy Allen, leave C.A. my white shirt, the ’97 Class Secretary. the many thank you notes they will need and A.B. all the water she can handle!

I, George R. Arsenault, regretfully leave Dwayne to Mike Ma.

I, Cecilia T. Atwood, leave T.W. Antjama to Korn to C.T. a refil hinge bars CV Mr. Ed to SK a Chin get AB you know how it is.

I, Jessica R. Badger, leave Amy everything, BH and MK a bag of Reese’s Pieces, and KB lots of luck in the future!

I, Joseph A. Bahan, leave the CHS parking lot a pile of smoked rubber!

I, Elisa D. Balint, leave the crazy runsaways from school to anyone daring enough to do it!

I, Scott P. Barrett, leave RUSH cd’s to JU, JT, ML: a 1995 Lyx to TD and god, some common sense to Kate.

I, Brian G. Bates, leave my Rider the all underclassmen girls to hit on plus all the rejections possible.

I, Kerrin D. Berube, leave the school store to Mr. Krouse and Mrs. Conway, may you take it and never give it back!!!

I, Andrea G. Durke, leave mean girl, brush, JA, Mcc Prappe and a silver shirt to anyone needing help.

I, Abigail A. Brzezinski, leave a broken diving board to the Chelmsford High School Athletic Dept. 1.

I, Amy K. Boudrow, leave full use cast and creeps all of my lat. nights at McCanhy. and J. L. one of my

I, Alexander M. Boutilier, leave my Hy-Voltage Locker, BCX, to the freshman who gets it.

I, Erika K. Black, leave my brother Adam a part in the musical, my friends the good times, and AC the memories.

I, Christine A. Bole, leave Tracey G. Ingalina her lost keys; and the 4 M’s all the good times we had together.

I, Amy K. Boudrow, leave future costs and crew all of my late nights at McCarthy, and J.L. some of my

I, Jeffrey S. Boyd, leave my NRA lifetime membership to Mr. Ryz.

I, Seth W. Brooks, leave my legacy: A Little HAPPINESS, a little sorrow, and a hope for the future. And a

I, Heather R. Brown leave my really broken, beat up locker “MEATNOSE” to the very unlucky freshman that gets that.

I, Abigail A. Brzezinski, leave a broken diving board to the Chelmsford High School Athletic Department.

I, John Buckley, would like to unfortunately leave my car to my sister, and if she damages it, I’ll kill her!

I, Andrea G. Barke, leave mean girl. BH and MK a nice Prappand a silver shirt to anyone needing help

I, Alison M. Bisset, leave CA. my white shirt. the ’97 Class Secretary the many thank you notes they will

We, Michael K. Costello and Chris W. Stelling, leave John Arnold to all Healers.

We, Michael K. Costello and Chris W. Stelling, leave John Arnold to all Healers.

I, David Dickson, leave Steve Phillip’s leadership of one eyed chicken and I leave Melissa LeBlanc everything.

I, Sean Davis, leave Scott, Oli and Jim many more nights of „BOMBERMAN“!

I, James F. ODonnell, leave the Kitchen of Somerville Lumberland to Carl.

I, Anna J. Danielson, leave my highlights for any future “acepoint”!!

I, Ronald E. Deniro Jr., leave the mystique of the Old Garden to the leavers of the 1995 Div 1 State Champs.

I, Daniel Crow, leave Jorge to David Cecere.

I, Cathleen Cushing, leave Jen Murry another run across the field.

I, Alan P. Danielson, leave A Lifetime Supply of Ice Cream To A Hungry Soul.

I, Chris G. David, leave IM a tin can, SJ my good luck with the females and Ch Ellis for DHS.

I, James F. Davis, leave Hondi, Wooster, and Bates all the times BU killed ULM (the best one was at the

I, Jeremy K. Davis, leave a game of state at the sun, a single sized shoe, and sewer water to Lisa and Erin.

I, Sean Davis, leave Scott, Oli and Jim many more nights of „BOMBERMAN“!

I, Robynne DeCaprio, leave DR, AG, KC, & H. the night in the stadium, and Amy Byron a night out with

I, Jennifer A. DelPapa, leave good luck to Dyna and a porta-potty for Chris Bevington at every concert.

I, Danielle Demers, leave Finally my green shot for any future “acepoint”!!

I, Ronald E. Deniro Jr., leave the mystique of the Old Garden to the leavers of the 1995 Div 1 State

I, David Dickson, leave Steve Phillips leadership of one eyed chicken and I leave Melissa LeBlanc everything.

I, Felicity M. Dickenson, leave Liz K., Liz L., Kris, Christine, Ann, Sarah, and Danielle “girls night out”,

I, Kerri B. Dixon, leave my bozo shoes to the Chelmsford Street telephone wires!

I, Michael J. Doherty, leave the kingdom of Somerville Lumberland to Carl DeVincenzo.

I, Meghan E. Donahue, leave all of the Kernels all of those early morning swim practices.

I, Manuel Duarte, leave my table and taggng to Kilo LaPage and my mucking styles to anyone who thinks

I, Sarah E. Dubner, leave love & luck to all and to Mindy: more double dates than she can imagine.

I, Kerri A. Dafoe, leave the Class of ’96 lots of luck and happiness in the future.

I, Melissa Eckhardt, leave a better imaginary life for all who need something more tangible than reality...

I, Melissa J. Eisenmann, leave my middle name to whomever can guess it.

I, Charles Fielder, leave Brian McHugh something he likes besides Lara.

I, Amy Fischer, leave all the Ladies Lions lots of love and plenty of fish power!

I, Jennifer A. Fleming, leave Jen Hardy 13 years of friendship, and my 7th period Spanish class more year of Sr. Bab.

I, Kerry Fleming, leave Jaime F. the best of luck with D and W, and the use of the Regal while I’m gone; and

I, Sandra C. Forrier, leave Michelle “PTT”.
Sarah E. Lazaroff, leave me a new mailbox and all the fun rules of CHS!

Hong Van leaves J.R. to break his arm.

Courtney Ann Leary, leave Jamie Leary the best of luck in high school and dealing with Mom and Dad by all itself.

Amy Lemaitre, leave Al, Rash, Missy, Sean, and Dan four (or five) more years in sickness and health.

Charlie LaMiere, leave behind the never ending search of the ultimate bug: a Heath bar and CHS the GREZZO LEGEND!

Kristine LeVasseur, leave Sandra Forever a black hat, and a pit stop, once ride at Canobie Lake, and a forever lost friend?

Eric Liechthaler, leave Felicity Dickerson all my empty Mountain Dew cans.

Mark C. Lin, leave CHS a repair belt for a broken glass door.

Julie A. Linehan, leave Sarah Beaucenich the E-Man and all the ice cappuccino in the world!

Stephanie A. Liu, leave the knowledge that “Laughter is the hiccups of a devil.”

Julie F. Lisovich, leave my decorated locator to my little sisft, and my lovely drawings for the appropriate teachers.

Elizabeth T. Long, leave Natalie “The Yearling,” & my car, Maura-the floor to sleep on!!: BK

- Another emotional person!

Maureen D. Long, leave JL, KR, HB, and KO some cat food so they can throw it away in the dumpster.

Mike V. Losino, leave my GREZZO traits to anyone who knows how to use them.

Deborah A. Lundgren, leave Jeff Carlson a bowling ball; and Brian Petro Roy a pool cue with a tournament.

I, Bill MacDonald, leave KK to: Suna to a pillow to “resi” on; to JS some common sense; and to AMS a small nuclear device.

Samantha MacNeil, leave my extra credits to John Orr and Josh Clancy because they need them.

I, Kristen L. Levesque, leave the “legend of the Mr. ClI-IS speech” to my Allie crew: PM, OM, CF, BM, GR, BI, and many, many more cute faces!

Kristi N. Safdahl, leave Alex Kelly his pockets, watch top, and all of my R’s!

Melinda Amy Sandler, do hereby leave the next owner of locker A194 all my neatness & organizational skills.

Tina M. Scalin, leave the underclassmen boys some good-looking girls to stare at!!

Toni R. Sells, leave Becky Shames the privilege of driving every night for the rest of her life!

Christopher E. Seneca, leave all of the roots, neckstraps, saxes, etc. that I “borrowed” from the Band room.

Matthew P. Senerchia, reluctantly leave the Sax Section to Banana Mae.

Becky Shames, leave Toni Sells the kettlebelle at Buckford’s.

Debra Sheehan, leave LJ York Trip; fam a sad tomato; LD David Silva handbook; EP Cheezits == large; SS Big Blue.

Diana L. Shepard, leave KC some vanillie, “Neener,” and all my infinite wisdom.

Stephanie L. Silva, leave the hope that some more STARS will be born in the near future.

William C. Smith, leave my RED VAN to memories.

Tim Sousa, leave a chainsaw to anyone that will carry it on, and I leave Matt, Keith, Jeff, Joe, and Josh a lot of fun.

James Spalding, leave some auburn-haired girl a thank you for making me smile since the day I first saw her.

Melissa Spohnoltz, leave Rachel Healey all the aggravation of three more years of those romper girls!!

Christopher W. Stewart and Michael K. Costa, leave the “keys” to Louis Distos Jr. and Christopher Wu.

Matthew R. Ste Marie, leave the Library screaming at the top of my lungs.

Tasha L. Stone, leave to anyone that needs it my permanent car pass.

Emily J. Sullivan, leave my carpel tunnel in finding a move fun ride to practice at teh Y; and Em Maloney to some common sense.

Meaghan K. Sullivan, leave all my friends the Christmas party at my house on 12/27/96 and every year after.

Heather L. Swinn, leave CHS the memory of a mysterious shuttered glass door & Mark Lim as the appointed culprit.

Kim Szepczewski, leave Jay Hass “THE PHONE CALL” telling THE WORLD little unexpected incident to his friends! Thank You!

Matt T. Saffold, leave the late nights of pool and trips to the Dixie to my brother, Evan.

Brian Therrion, leave Jeff Heroux something P.A.T put in the science pond.

Cynthia B. Thilhaut, leave many many more stars to be born; “squeeze” the falls in the halls; & the halls of fame.

Marni L. Thompson, leave with taking me all my memories of CHS, which I’ll always cherish! Thanks!!

Yeomenia M. Torres, leave Kevin the scary guy from the stairs at the spring dance.

Juliet Totten, leave Megan; Jessie and Stephen the Roadhouse.

Amy Truhan, leave Hatt Kirkham Dartmouth Dartmouth College, and LM the MB Produce Dept., a cruise, & a long drive.

Brian J. Trembly, leave my Z28 to my father; the Old Man game to Derek; and Rocking to Mick and P.

Paul D. Trembly, Jr., leave my Redman CD to anyone who wants it!!

Christina Tsakodinos, leave my sister HEATHER the fun times at CHS!!!

Amy B. Tschetschulin, leave Tina Gehl and Kern Dixon an overflowing toilet; and everything else to Ned Hasil.

Stacia M. Tucker, leave all my happy little friends some goodies from those fine expensive bakeries.

Dimitri Vazquez, leave my two little friends: “Mr. Big Blue” and “Big Blue”.

Graham Walsh, leave Erin the brown Snax.

Tricia M. Weaver, leave CA a new car door and AntJamima: to SS platforms What Goes Around Comes Around Ever Harder!!

Jennifer K. Weinbeck, leave Mr. Rondina 3-years of Terrible music, and all my junior friends the courage to make it one more year.

Julie A. Weldon, leave Mr. D some buttons. Good Luck to the S.’s, and many great memories to the class of 1996.

Melissa M. White, leave me my parking space in stone to last long? BYE CHS!!

Geoff Whitman, leave CHS in search for the eternal Buzz, and leave knowing I still haven’t found myself.

Nate C. Widdifield, leave Tom, Derek, and Stephanie, many more years of hell.

Jennifer A. Willis, leave the Biff on the pune: the Big Biffs Chris; Batch the car parts; SF HS fall in woods.

Jennifer Wirth, leave Chelmsford High school Wirthless.

Justin R. Wooster, leave Brian Bates another bone to break, and another muscle to pull.

Rebekah Wright, leave the entire Chelmsford High football team to my sister, Sarah.

Matthew M. Yatsko, leave the “myrtle mobile” to all the fans of the game, and to LK, I leave them all the “NAGS”.

Phillip Yu, leave my handbook to all in rememberance of the golden years before this age of school reform.

Andrew J. Zagler, leave my parking space and car to my brother, Mark.

Jason D. Zawody, leave a pack of Swisher Sweats to Bill Bruce and Randall Barrett.
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As we look back on our heroic feats thus far, we should remember that our years at Chelmsford High School have prepared us to go on into the world to be heroic in everything we do. We no longer will be the heroes of CHS, but heroes in other areas of our lives, and heroes to those we meet along the way. We have accomplished great things here at Chelmsford High School, much of which will remain with us forever. Our past thirteen years of heroics can never be forgotten, for the pages of The 1996 Lion have captured our memories, dreams, hopes, and aspirations forever.

The 1996 Lion editors have worked long and hard to enable you to remember all the heroes at Chelmsford High School. Assistant Editors-in-Chief Jennifer Jefferson and Nora Meenagh have dedicated so much to the production of The 1996 Lion, and they are very much appreciated for everything they have done. Sports editors Cathy Cushing, Tov Birke-Hausien, and Scott Johnson have dedicated themselves to getting every score and every candid, and have produced wonderful section. Activities editors Meghann Donahue, Erin Goodhue, and Sarah Dubner have heroically conquered a very trying section, where they have had much asked of them, and have come through. Jessica Kaplan and Kristin Rockett, our Art editors, have shown their great talents in each and every piece of artwork they submitted. Business editors Dan Mullen, Hema Krishnan, and Beth Popolizio have been key to our great success in publishing this book. Their hard work to get advertisments and raise money is well-appreciated. Photography editors Amy Byron, Nick Papadonis, and Kevin Cody supplied so many great pictures for this book, and often under the pressure of a deadline. Underclass editors Jessica Peters and Jodie Gilfeather have produced a wonderful section which took many long hours of work to organize. Faculty editors Dianna Shepard and Pranav Anand worked very hard, and quickly produced a great layout of our teachers and administration. The General Staff, Amanda Gilfeather, Allison Govoni, Elaine Kuo, and Reena Shah, found themselves with the jobs of counting up ballots and typing in numerous things, but their great efforts are very much appreciated. All the editors have my sincere thanks and appreciation for all the dedication and hard work they have displayed throughout this year.

Heroes to The 1996 Lion editors, Ms. Karin Conrad, our literary advisor, and Mrs. Mary Donovan, our business advisor, have been a great support to us all, and each and every editor appreciates their advice and help.

And now we, the editors of The 1996 Lion happily present to you, the Class of 1996, this book with which to remember and treasure your heroic journey!

May you all forever be heroes,
Jessica E. McSheehy
Editor-in-Chief